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PREFACE 
The work presented i n t h i s thesis was carried out by the author when a 
research student at the Department of Physics, Durham University f o r the period 
1975 to 1977 while under the supervision of Dr. S. M. Scarrott. 
During t h i s period the author made several v i s i t s to the Royal Greenwich 
Observatory at Herstmonceux, and also v i s i t e d the George and Florence Wise 
observatory, University of Tel-Aviv, I s r a e l i n May 197&. 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis contains an investigation i n t o polarisation produced by l i g h t 
scattered within nebulae and galaxies. 
I n the f i r s t chapter a general o u t l i n e of mechanisms, producing po l a r i s a t i o n 
i s given. This i s followed i n chapter two by a detailed analysis of the theory 
of scattering. Here we show the formulation of the theory f o r scattering from 
small p a r t i c l e s (Rayleigh scattering) and scattering from larger p a r t i c l e s , 
(Mie theory). Chapter three gives an overview of i n t e r s t e l l a r grains, t h e i r 
composition, growth, destruction, size d i s t r i b u t i o n s and the possible sources 
of t h e i r o r i g i n s . 
This i s followed i n the next chapter by a study of the galaxy M82. Here 
i s given the s c i e n t i f i c development of the galaxy showing previous models 
developed and the controversy which has b u i l t up over the years on whether the 
galaxy actually exploded or not. Chapter f i v e contains a dust scattering model 
of the galaxy. This i s based upon the hypothesis thpt the galaxy has d r i f t e d 
i n t o an enormous i n t e r g a l a c t i c dust cloud. The results and consequences of 
the model are presented i n chapter six. The dust scattering model u«ed f o r 
M82 assumed Rayleigh scatterers. Chapter seven shows the results from model 
nebulae consisting of Mie p a r t i c l e s . Here discussion i s given to the e f f e c t 
on the predicted results when varying the properties of the grains. We also 
mention the potentials of other forms of polarisation techniques. 
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1 
CHAPTER I . 
POLARISED LIGHT 
I t was shown by Maxwell that l i g h t travels i n a sinusoidal wave form. 
Moreover, being an electromagnetic phenomenon, i t has an e l e c t r i c vector E, 
perpendicular to a magnetic vector H, which are both perpendicular to the direc-
t i o n of propogation of the wave. 
Any r e s t r i c t i o n on the o r i e n t a t i o n of the vibrations yields polarised l i g h t . 
1.1 Description of polarised l i g h t . 
I n natural l i g h t the e l e c t r i c vector E i s randomly orientated. When the E -
vector i s confined to vibrate i n a p a r t i c u l a r d i r e c t i o n , the l i g h t i s said to be 
plane-polarised. Itesolving the E - vector i n t o two components with respect to a 
f i x e d co-ordinate system yields three quantities, the amplitude of the E -
vector, the angle i t makes with respect to the co-ordinate system, and the r a t i o 
of the two components. 
E l l i p t i c a l l y polarised l i g h t occurs when two component waves of plane polar-
ised l i g h t are d i f f e r e n t i a l l y i n t e r f e r e d . The r e s u l t i s a phase difference 
between the two waves. This i s physically represented by a r o t a t i o n of the E --
vector i n both time and space and so the E - vector describes an e l l i p s e . When 
the major and minor axes of the e l l i p s e are equal (phase difference equal to i i ) 
the E, - vector w i l l describe a c i r c l e . This phenomenon i s known as c i r c u l a r l y 
polarised l i g h t . 
Any beam of l i g h t may consist of a mixture of natural and polarised l i g h t . 
With the aid of Stokes 1 parameters, the beam can be s p l i t i n t o the two respective 
components. 
1.2 Stokes Parameters. 
A l l polarised l i g h t can be represented by Stokes parameters. These para-
meters have the property that they may be added i . e . they are vectors. 
The most general form of polarised l i g h t i s e l l i p t i c a l ( see figure l ) . 
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Circular and plane-polarised l i g h t are j u s t special cases of t h i s . 
Resolving the E - vector along the 1 and r axes ( l and r denoting p a r a l l e l 
and perpendicular) we have. 
Sr - 5r t t ) SlA C CO t - £r ) 
where £^ and & v are constants and CO i s the c i r c u l a r frequency. However, we may 
describe the e l l i p s e as 
.Co) 5e - 5 Cos/3 SiV\ wfc 
Te^ =• f* 0 Sin ^  6>s fc 
Here, tan i s the r a t i o of the axes of the e l l i p s e (b/a) Note also that 
= l £ + I r 
where I denotes the i n t e n s i t y . ^ 
Comparing ( l . l ) and ( l . 2 ) , i t i s re a d i l y shown that; 
ft - T £ 0 , C CoifS Co* & SiA « t - SY*^ S.a& Ga cot; 1 
-Cft) 
by p u t t i n g 
along with 
We then have 
I r = L Sr '" J - I C G * > S.Vffi + S i ^ Ccft) 
Co) ~,2. 
t J 
and we immediately see that 
1 = I t * I r 
We define 
Using equations (l."3) t h i s may be w r i t t e n as. 
Si m i l a r l y , we define U and V such that 
(1 .2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
= C £t r 0 ) J Z - X C ^ ^ 6 +Si Si J 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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with 
The quantities ( I , Q, U, V) are Stokes parameters, and w r i t t e n f u l l y are 
U « I Cot1/* Si* 20. Cl<.-Jj-frua2$ U ; 
- „• + -, ^ * L S i n Z / S * c U - I r J -hxhis Stc2& 
immediately we f i n d ' ' 
• 
For plane-polarised l i g h t , ^-.o (siri'-e tan = b/a t h i s implies b .= 0 ) , and the 
equations (1.8) reduce to 
I - 1*.+ IV 
U.-ISu nZ 8 (1.9) 
\l - O 
x 2 * qS- a 1-
I n practice, the beam i s usually a mixture of natural and polarised l i g h t , so 
2. a. 
t h i s quantity, Q + U i s called the polarised i n t e n s i t y and i s denoted by I p . 
So 
Q s I p C o i 2 0 ( i . 1 0 ) 
Since l i g h t i s a mixture, i t can be shown that the i n t e n s i t y i s w r i t t e n as 
and that i t i s possible to set up two independent groups thus 
and v l i - l l ; 
The former represents natural l i g h t while the l a t t e r describes e l l i p t i c a l l y 
polarised l i g h t . 
I n fact t h i s i s an important r e s u l t that states that a beam, consisting of a 
mixture of l i ; : h t , can be separated i n t o natural and polarised l i g h t and thus 
analysed separately. A f u l l analysis of t h i s i s given by Chandrasekhar 
(3960). 
- 4 -
1.3 Astronhysical processes producing p o l a r i s a t i o n . 
There are three main processes that produce po l a r i s a t i o n . They are synchro-
tron emission, transmission of l i g h t through aligned dust grains, and scattering 
by electrons and dust grains. 
a) . Synchrotron emission i s a phenomenon that occurs when energetic charged 
p a r t i c l e s are introduced i n t o a magnetic f i e l d . The p a r t i c l e s describe c i r c u l a r 
motions around the magnetic fLeld l i n e s and also have a linear motion p a r a l l e l to 
the magnetic f i e l d l i n e s . During t h i s process they lose energy which i s given o f f 
i n the form of synchrotron r a d i a t i o n . This r a d i a t i o n i s usually very highly 
plane-polarised and the E - vector l i e s perpendicular to the magnetic f i e l d . Only 
r e l a t i v i s t i c p a r t i c l e s however, are capable of emitting r a d i a t i o n i n the v i s i b l e 
part of the spectrum. An example of such an object i s the Grab nebula which shows 
up to 60% p o l a r i s a t i o n (White 197?) • Only a few objects w i l l have such an input 
of r e l a t i v i s t i c p a r t i c l e (such as Supernovse remnants) but other objects possess-
ing magnetic f i e l d s w i l l emit synchrotron r a d i a t i o n . These however, are usually 
detected, by r?.dio measurements since the component i n the v i s i b l e i s f a r too 
small. 
b) . I t was shown by Greenstein and Davis (l95l) that anisotropic grains can be 
aligned i n a magnetic f i e l d . Usually the long axis of the p a r t i c l e i s perpend-
i c u l a r to the magnetic f i e l d and the grain spins around an axis p a r a l l e l to the 
magnetic f i e l d . The grain precesses by an amount depending on the strength of the 
magnetic f i e l d and i f the f i e l d i s situated i n a turbulent medium (ag. H I I 
region) the c o l l i d i n g electrons and protons w i l l tend to increase the precession. 
The effe c t of aligning those grains i s that l i g h t passing through, from stars 
say, w i l l be polarised i n such a way that the E - vector i s p a r a l l e l to the 
magnetic f i e l d . Our own galaxy possesses a magnetic f i e l d and i n t e r s t e l l a r 
p o l a r i s a t i o n of s t a r l i g h t was discovered by H a l l (l949)« 
However, we do not necessarily need a magnetic f i e l d to a l i g n grains. I n II I I 
regions where conditions are hot, electrons and protons, flowing from a source, 
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w i l l c o l l i d e with the dust grains,. The r e s u l t i s that the grains w i l l a l i g n them-
selves such that they offer l e a s t resistance i . e . the long a x i s of the grain w i l l 
be p a r a l l e l to the p a r t i c l e flow. 
Radiation pressure may also align grains i n the same manner i f i t i s strong 
enough, oome believe that t h i s i s what i s happening within the Kleinman - Low 
i n f r a - r e d nebula i n M 42. ( P a l l i s t e r 1977). 
c ) . Scattering occurs i n most astronomical objects such as nebulae and 'ordinary 1 
galaxies and i s probably the cause for most p o l a r i s a t i o n observed. Electrons 
behave l i k e r a d i a t i n g dipoles so t h e i r scattered i n t e n s i t i e s are given by Rayleigh 
s c a t t e r i n g theory. 
i = c it&>* ze)fc* u i * r 0 (!.i2) 
i f * 
\7here r i s the distance from the l i g h t source to the electron, & i s the s c a t t e r -
ing angle, K(= 2JQ the wave number and«is the p o l a r i z a b i l i t y of the p a r t i c l e . 
X 
For an electron, the p o l a r i z a b i l i t y i s given by 
" = 3 & ( 1 - 1 3 ) 
where u l i s the c i r c u l a r frequency. Substituting into equation (1.12), we f i n d the 
wave length dependence no longer e x i s t s . 
The amount of polarised l i g h t to the t o t a l l i g h t (defined by p = Cg 2+ U*) *•) 
X 
for Rayleigh s c a t t e r i n g i s given by 
P ~ » - C03*fr ( 1 . 1 4 ) 
\ * cos*e 
Here, also there i s no -wavelength de^endance. 
Very small grains i n a radiation f i e l d w i l l also radiate l i k e an o s c i l l a t i n g 
dipole i f the s i z e of the grain i s small compared to the incident radiations* 
wavelength, so equation (1.12) may be applied i n t h i s case. 
For these grains the p o l a r i z a b i l i t y i s u s u a l l y wavelength independant, meaning 
that the scattered i n t e n s i t y w i l l have wavelength dependence. However the 
p o l a r i s a t i o n i s s t i l l wavelength independant. 
As the grains increase i n s i z e we a r r i v e at the stage where the s i z e of the 
- 6 -
grain i s comparable to that of the incident l i g h t s ' wavelength. I n t h i s region, 
and beyond, Mie scattering theory has to be applied. The formulation for t h i s 
w i l l be given i n a l a t e r chapter but we can say now that there i s no a n a l y t i c a l 
form for the v a r i a t i o n of p o l a r i s a t i o n and i n t e n s i t y with wavelength, except to 
say that they are functions of wavelength. 
I n a l l these types of s c a t t e r i n g the E.- vector w i l l l i e perpendicular to the 
s c a t t e r i n g plane, defined by the incident radiation and the scattered l i g h t . I t 
i s possible however to get s c a t t e r i n g from aligned grains. I n Mie theory we 
assume the grains to be spherical since they are randomly orientated, but for 
aligned grains, as mentioned e a r l i e r , the long a x i s i s perpendicular to the 
magnetic f i e l d (assuming the Greenstein - Davis mechanism). I t follows that the 
E - vector i s t h i s case w i l l be p a r a l l e l to the long a x i s . 
To sum up then, the scattering properties are summarised below. 
Type of Scatterer I n t e n s i t y I (A) Po l a r i s a t i o n p(A) 
Electron 
Rayleigh Dust P a r t i c l e 
Mie P a r t i c l e 
= constant 
KA) .C V * 
No A n a l y t i c a l 
Expression 
A 
p(X) = constant 
p(A) = constant 
No A n a l y t i c a l 
Expression 
1.4 ^Measurement of l i n e a r -polarisation with the Durham polarimeter. 
The Durham polarimeter used i n conduction with a four centimetre ele c t r o -
nographic camera i s capable of simultaneously measuring the quantities I,Q,U, at 
4,000 points within an extended astronomical object. The reduction procedure 
automatically removes the effect of sky brightness and p o l a r i s a t i o n by determining 
the Stokes parameters for the sky observed along with the object, and then 
correcting the parameters determined for the object. 
The polarimeter and reduction technique has been described i n d e t a i l elsewhere 
(Pariister'1976) . The data used i n t h i s t h e s i s was taken and reduced mainly by 
P a l l i s t e r and Scarrott and the author was presented with the data for the a n a l y s i s 
- 7 -
i n tnis t h e s i s . 
One pertinent factor to be considered when interpreting the data i s the 
errors of the measured quantities. Figure 2 shows the errors as a function of 
signal l e v e l for both the degree of p o l a r i s a t i o n and position angle for measure-
ments on the galaxy M 82. These errors nave been used i n the an a l y s i s described 
l a t e r i n t h i s t h e s i s . 
69 5X' 
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CHAPTER 2 
MIE ANT) RAYLEIGH SCATTERING THEORY 
As mentioned e a r l i e r i n t h i s t h e s i s , the sc a t t e r i n g of l i g h t by dust 
grains etc., i s one of the more important processes that produces l i n a a r 
p o l a r i s a t i o n i n astrophysical s i t u a t i o n s . This chapter i s devoted to a detailed 
description of the s c a t t e r i n g formulation on v/hich models of nebulae are b u i l t 
to describe the p o l a r i s a t i o n measurements. Two types of sc a t t e r i n g of l i g h t 
by spherical p a r t i c l e s w i l l be considered here. Rayleigh scattering occurs 
when the p a r t i c l e size i s smaller than the wavelength (A) of the incident 
radiation and the s c a t t e r e r acts as a simple dipole. I n the other case, as 
described by Mie sca t t e r i n g , the p a r t i c l e size i s of the same order as the 
wavelength of l i g h t and the r e f r a c t i v e index of the material of the p a r t i c l e 
has to be included. 
The nomenclature used i n the following derivations i s of Van de Hulst 
2.1 Fundamentals of Scattering theory 
Consider a beam of radiation of i n t e n s i t y Io being scattered by a p a r t i c l e . 
The scattered radiation then has i n t e n s i t y I defined by 
a dimensionless function that describes the amount of radiation scattered i n a 
p a r t i c u l a r direction, defined by B and , the s c a t t e r i n g and azimuthal angles 
respectively. 
Er--ch scattering p a r t i c l e can be represented by two cross-sections; Csca 
(the s c a t t e r i n g c r o s s - s e c t i o n ) , measuring the amount of radiation scattered from 
the incident beam and Cabs (the absorption cross-section). The t o t a l amount of 
radiation l o s t from the incidents beam i s represented by Cext (the extinction 
cross-section) and i s j u s t the sum of Csca and Cabs. 
(1957). 
(2.1) 
where Rr *J} . r i s the distance from the p a r t i c l e to the observer, and F i s 
- 9 -
For our purposes C3ca i s the most important factor and i s defined by 
Where dlA •= Si\b db ( I f 
Radiation carries momentum, and the amount of momentum removed from the 
incident beam depends on Cext. The portion removed by scattering n a t u r a l l y 
depends on Csca and i s proportional to I Cos$, the forward component of the 
scattered l i g h t . The t o t a l forward momentum i s then proportional to 
<Cos&>cVa.= jXn&^Cosb du* (2.3) 
where (Coso)denotes the weighted mean of Cosft. This i s j u s t the phenomenon 
of r a d i a t i o n pressure and i t s cross-section i s given by 
Cpr - Ce.hb - { £bs(9> Csca. (2,4) 
The force applied to the p a r t i c l e i s j u s t Io Cpr/c. 
I f the p a r t i c l e i s a sphere of radius a we can define the 'efficiency 
factors' as the cross-sections divided by the 'physical' projected area of the 
p a r t i c l e . These e f f i c i e n c y factors are denoted by Q,'s. 
so that _ Cttb/n** 
Cpsox- Cse*/Kaz (2.5) 
Q aba = Cabs/noL-
A relationship can be obtained g i v i n g the i n t e n s i t y and state of polar-
and 
i s a t i o n a f t e r scattering, as follows, 
I f I , Q, U and V represent Stokes' parameter f o r the scattered l i g h t , then 
Lx,<2,u,\rj« j . £ - L i o , Q o , U o , V o l (2.6) 
where I o , Qo, Uo and Vo are Stokes 1 parameters f o r the incident l i g h t . The 
matrix F contains sixteen components, so that f o r example, 
- 10 -
fe^1 (2.7) 
But from equation (2.1) we have 
so that F r F n t F . ^ o / X o * F , 3 LLo/jo f F ^ V o / X * ( 2 " * 8 ) 
For unpolarised inc ident l i g h t F= F„ 
I f instead of a single p a r t i c l e we have a medium containing N d i f f e r e n t . 
p a r t i c l e s , then f o r the i t h p a r t i c l e 
I c * _ J _ ?U$j<P)lo (2.9) 
From t h i s , a d e f i n i t i o n f o r F ^ j ^ ) may be obtained f o r a whole medium, so that 
. F C * , f ) = 2 F i C 0 , f ) . (2.30) 
(This i s based on the assumption that phase e f f e c t s may be neglected) 
I n the medium however, the l i g h t i s attenuated by a f a c t o r C where S i s the 
path length traversed by the l i g h t . As we l l as t h i s , the p a r t i c l e sizes are 
given by a d i s t r i b u t i o n func t ion N(a) such that between r a d i i a and a + da 
there are N(a) da p a r t i c l e s . We now have 
o 
where - ( j j ^ ) i s t n e " t o ' t a l number of grains . 
Note that Qext i s a func t ion of a as we l l as d {hexed =0). 
2.2 Formulation of ex t i nc t i on and sca t te r ing cross-sections 
Consider an a rb i t r a ry pa r t i c l e i n a r ad ia t ion f i e l d . We may wr i t e the 
inc ident f i e l d i n the form. 
„-iC*t-ub) (2.12) 
- 11 -
This i s sometimes ca l l ed the disturbance. We may wr i t e the disturbance o f the 
scattered wavo as 
7 ^ (2.13) 
since the scattered wave i n the d i s tan t f i e l d i s a spherical outgoing wave wi th 
amplitude inversely propor t ional to the distance r between the scat terer and 
the observer. Here S((9y^) i s ca l l ed the amplitude f u n c t i o n , and i t i s the 
so lu t ion of t h i s f u n c t i o n which i s one of the prerequisi tes f o r modell ing 
nebulae. Equation (2.13) can be w r i t t e n 
ikr 
and since i n t e n s i t y i s proport ional to the square of the modulus o f the d i s t u rb -
ance 
k z r i . ° (2.15) 
I f v/e now t r y to calculate the amount of ex t i nc t i on by a p a r t i c l e , we 
must consider the combination of the inc iden t and scattered wave, since the 
p a r t i c l e i s placed i n a rad ia t ion f i e l d . 
Consider an observer at a large distance from the sca t te r ing p a r t i c l e , he 
w i l l observe the i n t e n s i t y over a f i n i t e area (see f i g u r e 3). Let P(x, y ) be 
a poin t w i t h i n the ' c o l l e c t i n g ' area. (This may, f o r example, be a mi r ro r of 
a telescope). Since r » ( x , y) we wr i t e 
r = £ t ( j c V j O ( 2 a 6 ) 
< u + U o = W h - 5 f f i 2 £ - £ f c C f " e J ) ( 2 * 1 7 ) 
t f e r 
Then 
or using (2.16) 
+ tlo = l l o ( h - S C o } e " t k C l T S ? i ; ) (2.18) 
iK2 
CO 
LL 
LU 
OH 
<3 
or. 
LU 
<3 
LU 
Q 
<3 
<3 
A 
<3 
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(N.B. 0) 
and 
fe2r t (2.19) 
I n t e g r a t i n g t h i s expression over the area, dxdy, and using the property o f the 
Presnel i n t e g r a l v i z . 
we f i n d 
fe* (2.20) 
The physical .-significance o f t h i s i s that the p a r t i c l e does not block the 
wave, but causes an interference phenomenon. 
For many sca t te r ing pa r t i c l e s we may, as before, wr i t e each p a r t i c l e as 
having an i n d i v i d u a l sca t te r ing func t i on S i ( d ^ ) . To f i n d the amplitude func-
t i o n f o r the whole medium would mean reforming a l l the i n d i v i d u a l amplitudes to 
a common o r i g i n and then summing. This would involve large phase s h i f t s and so 
the i n d i v i d u a l i n t e n s i t i e s , and not the amplitudes, have to be added thus. 
TC&jf)- Z l i d j f ) ( 2 * 2 1 ) 
I n t e g r a t i n g over a l l areas gives 
C s ^ = £ Ci. S r * (2.22) i 
We can express the amplitude func t ion as 
sc&,f)*seir (2-23) 
where S-S(<5y^)>° and$*=<T(ft,j0)is r e a l . 
Note that (Tdepends on the choice of o r i g i n , except f o r A= 0 when 
5*0)=- 3 t o ) e i f i " " ° (2.24) 
and the phase,<5"~(0) i s independent of the choice o r i g i n . So 
5 to) = rSiCo) ( 2 - 2 5 ) 
L 
i n which case i t fo l lows that 
- 13 -
C<t*b - ip C i , « * f c (2.26) 
Consider now a ' s l a b ' containing scatterers a l l i d e n t i c a l and a l l or ienta ted 
the same way such that they have the same sca t te r ing amplitudes S^6j(f) (see 
f i g u r e 4)- the p a r t i c l e density be N. The r ad i a t i on received at P i s a 
combination of both e x t i n c t i o n and dispersion, so tha t the t o t a l amplitude 
received at P i s 
U = U o I h SCo) ZJL-&- i k r U £ > l ) 1 ( 2 . ' 2 7 ) 
I f there aire many p a r t i c l e s , we may replace the summ a t ion by in t eg ra t ion g i v i n g 
This then gives 
to 1 J (2.29) 
Now i f t h i s slab i s replaced by a slab containing homogeneous mater ia l w i t h 
complex r e f r a c t i v e index m such that .[ m |. C£ 1, the amplitude of the wave i s 
changed by an amount propor t ional to 
e-iucfi-^ , _ t J l 4 t A _ 0 ( 2 3 o ) 
This i s saying that uo i s changed to u by an amount shown i n equation (2.30) so 
on comparison we f i n d 
I - t f e £ ( / & - l ) - I - £JT MtKo) (2.31) 
or 
= I - £KNi*S(.o) ( 2 > 3 2 ) 
Representing the r e f r a c t i v e index by m = n - i n the r e a l part becomes 
A - 1+ LSCO)J (2.33) 
TJis determines the lagging or advancement of phase of the wave t r a v e l l i n g through 
the medium. 
This i s dispersion and the phase v e l o c i t y o f the wave t r a v e l l i n g the medium 
i s c/n 
Q 
CN 
Q 
N 
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The imaginary part o f m i s 
This determines the decrease i n i n t e n s i t y of the wave. I t may also be shown that 
f c 4 m s ? [ s £ o ) } ( 2 . 3 5 ) 
R 1 , 
2.3 Mie formula t ion 
The solu t ion of sca t te r ing of r ad i a t i on from f i n i t e spheres ( i . e . spheres 
w i t h 2/Ta^f) i s obtained by solving Maxwells equations wi th appropriate boundary 
condi t ions . Some of the derivations w i l l however be omit ted. 
With the usual no ta t ion , Maxwells equations are 
V * H - 4 J T J - -L 3 £ (2-36) 
= ~ _ l 2 i ) (2.37) 
where D s £ £ and T =. Q~ £ 
These, along wi th the conservation of charge equation v i z . 
V-T+!^ = 0 (2.38) 
give us s u f f i c i e n t equations (along wi th boundary condit ions) to solve the 
problem. 
F i r s t , wi th equation (2.36) we wr i t e 
V- C V * H ) * -iff SJ-T+d. 2 . ^ V - D ) (2.39) 
~ St? 
i . e . 
(2.40) 
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Equation (2.36) gives 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
Using equation (2.38), the <i"oove equation can be wr i t t en as 
AW ^ = J L 2. Cv V) 
i . e . 
We assume c i r c u l a r frequency U> v i z . 
but in t e res t w i l l only be given to the r ea l part o f t h i s . 
s i n c e H oc £ , < o b 
So that V * f c = - t k H (2.44) 
where JC=*J « 5H" 
. (2.45) 
~ c c dfc 
and since £ pC € t u 5 ^ 
then 3 ,1 = ^ tJ £ 
d t 
Equation (2.45) y i e ld s 
V * H = - t fTo -e + { £ t o £ =^fe./MZ£ (2.46) 
c ~ 
2. 
where AH. = £ - ^TTC i s the complex r e f r a c t i v e 
t o 
index o f the medium at frequency c*X 
Taking 
, l . r 
gives 
V-C/MZ£-;=0 (2.48) 
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(2.52) 
For a homogeneous medium, m = constant and so 
V . f c s O (2-49) 
g i v i n g p = o f p = C £ ) 
The components o f E and H s a t i s f y the scalar wave equation v i z . 
V * l / / = - f e V v ^ (2.50) 
The simplest type o f solut ion o f t h i s equation corresponds to a plane wave 
t r a v e l l i n g i n the Z-d i rec t ion i . e . 
^ m e ; i M H * + « - i ( 2 5 1 ) 
Now l e t us consider the boundary condi t ions . Let the two media be denoted 
by 1 and 2, so that medium 1 has quant i t i es (£ , ,6*i y /Mi) 3 0 , 1 medium 2 ( £ g . j £ > t j ***). 
I f n denotes the normal to the boundary then we may wr i t e 
n * c e2 -1,) = o 
As we l l as 
ft • C fM£ E T t - fmf-ex) - a 
The scalar wave equation has elementary so lu t ion o f the f o l l o w i n g type 
fJL _ COS if \ ?nCCoS^)^C/^kr) (2.54) 
where n and 1 are integers ( f\l(.>,0 ) . Here, (Cos&) i s the associated 
Legendre polynomial and (mkr) the sphe.rical Bessel f u n c t i o n . "! 
Now from (2.44) and (2.45)» one obtains the vector wave equation 
V 2A t- fcW'A - O (2.55) 
To solve t h i s , we make use of the f o l l o w i n g theorem. I f 1p s a t i s f i e s the scalar 
v/ave equation, then the vectors M^/and Ntf; s a t i s f y the vector equation (2.55) 
where 
H«p - ( r ^ 
and "~ ' """ 
(2.53) 
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I f the scalar wave equation has solut ions u and v , and the vector f i e l d s 
components are Mu, Nu, Mv and Nv. Then Maxwells equations are s a t i s f i e d by 
£ = t l r f t ^ u (2.57) 
and H =/Wv C - t i . M i r ) 
The f u l l components of and are 
Mr = O 
Me = J - 3l (.r\b) ( 2-58) 
' r d 8 1 and 
(2.59) 
rtwkNfl) * J - J . 1 Cruz) 
So E and H may be w r i t t e n i n terms of the der ivat ives o f the scalar so lu t ions . 
We can now solve the problem of sca t te r ing of a plane wave by a homogeneous 
sphere. 
We assume the second media to be a vacuum i . e . m »l 
I f the incident beam l i e s along the pos i t ive Z-axis and the ;X-axis i s i n 
the plane of the e l e c t r i c v i b r a t i o n o f the incident wave 
Then * - i f e e - r i w t 
b - Q-x C 
and a (2.60) 
where and a^ are u n i t vectors i n the appropriate d i r ec t ions . 
I t has been shown that the solut ion o f the scalar wave equation can be w r i t t e n 
i n the form. 
(2.61) 
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I t can be proved that the f i e l d s given by equation (2.60) along wi th 
equations (2.56) and (2.57) can be w r i t t e n as 
rvfrvtD 
f o r the inc ident wave j n ( k r ) i s a spherical Bessel f u n c t i o n . 
The f i e l d outside the sphere consists o f the inc ident wave and the scattered 
v/ave. I f we l e t the boundary condit ions be s a t i s f i e d at i n f i n i t y then the 
f o l l o w i n g equations are s u f f i c i e n t 
v/here the subscript s denotes ' s ca t t e r ed ' . Here, h ^ ( k r ) i s a spherical Bessel 
f u n c t i o n o f the second kind so chosen because of i t s asymptotic teiaviour i . e . 
' C 3 C l t r ) ^ ^ « £ " i k r (2.64) 
which makes i t an idea l candidate f o r the so lu t ion . (This i s because when i t i s 
0 - t u t 
combined w i t h C. i t becomes an outgoing spherical wave) 
For the f i e l d inside the sphere 
U . i « e , ' ° < o 3 ^ £ l /VwCrtC-O nZQ±iP^6os6)) ntA4fefJ (2.65) 
**' ntn-n) J 
The c o e f f i c i e n t s a^, b r t , c r t and d^ when determined give us the completion 
so lu t ion to the sca t t e r ing problem. To solve f o r these we use the boundary 
condit ions (2.52) and (2.53). 
The compnents we consider are E^, Ey, Hfl anc1 Hp . Nov/ der ivat ives wi th 
respect to & and pare the same f o r waves both inside and outside the sphere, so 
they need not be considered. 
E ^ and Ep both contain expressions i n v o l v i n g [f and £ (ru)and componentf 
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H# and H * contain mu andJ_(fV). 
When r = a, where a i s the radius o f the sca t te r ing sphere, the expressions 
must be the same. We define the f o l l o w i n g set of func t ions , 
These are the Rica t t i -Besse l funct ions 
Since . . / « i . ^ • 
we imply 
i f ^ c z J + i l L d a r ) (2.67) 
We now define two important quan t i t i e s , the dimensionless quant i ty x = i lf is /Jl 
and y = mx . 
For the sake of con t inu i ty we s ta te : 
Incoming wave - Scattered wave = Inside wave. This , combined wi th boundary 
condi t ions , give us the f o l l o w i n g con t inu i ty condi t ions. 
1. Cont inui ty f o r mu implies 
( f * < x ) - a ^ 6 J - A K C n tfhty) (2.68a) 
2. Cont inui ty f o r _L JtL Cf*u) implies 
- Q . SiCx) = C n i / / * ^ ( 2 ' 6 8 b ) 
3. Cont inui ty f o r v implies 
< * ) - i n CX) - C U ( 2 * 6 8 C ) 
and 
4. Cont inui ty f o r 3L ( rv ) implies that 
E l imina t i ng c n and d* from the above equations we have 
(2.69) 
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^ ^ ^ I f ^ J - f r t ^ h / ^ x ) (2.70) 
We ignore c f t and d n since we are only in teres ted i n the scattered wave. 
Armed w i t h a n and v/e now proceed to solve f o r the scattered wave. 
Since the asymptotic behaviour o f h ^ C k r ) ^ t £~ 
(equation 2.64). Equations (2.63) become 
fcr ' **' nCntO 
and 
On de r iv ing the tangent ia l f i e l d components by means of equations (2.56) 
and (2.57), the f o l l o w i n g funct ions o f the sca t te r ing angle appear. 
T T n C t o & e ) , _L ?»cc*s)* jti^tcoA) ( 2 - 7 2 a ) 
and 
which may be w r i t t e n 
rr^CCob©) = ^ & H v x C 6 i i S ) - S ^ & d UnfrnSS) (2.72b) 
d Cbsfc. 
The f i e l d components of the scattered wave can be w r i t t e n as 
£ f « H a - - i . ^ - " 1 ' k r " t l t 0 t V m ^ . S t c ^ (2.73) 
1 ftr 1 
where 
00 
(2.74) 
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By d e f i n i n g . , * 
M O J - K C W I ( 2 7 5 ) 
we can express the state o f l i g h t scattered from the spherical scat terer . 
For na tura l incident l i g h t o f i n t e n s i t y I o , the scattered i n t e n s i t y w i l l be 
given by 
l ' ( t l ( & J t i ( 6 ) l Io 
and the state of l i nea r po la r i sa t ion o f the l i g h t w i l l be 
(2.76) 
uo)-tita) ( 2 # 7 7 ) 
,2./} Procedure to calculate c o e f f i c i e n t s 
To calculate a .^ and b n we use the recurrence re la t ionships of the spherical 
Bescel func t ions . These are w r i t t e n as 
d CX*-%U)h ^i^Cx,) (2.78) 
dioe. J • • J 
These d i f f e r from our quant i t ies by an addi t iona l f a c t o r o f the argument. Thus 
Equations (2,78) can then be w r i t t e n as 
x 
^ C x ^ t C x O H X ^ e - > CxJ (2.80) 
else ' ! 
- ?2 -
(2.81) 
Equations (2.8o) and (2 .8 l ) are given by 
(2.82) 
(2.83) 
J With IptnULJ 
respec t ive ly . 
Expressions f o r a n and b^can be r e - w r i t t e n , us ing equation (2.82) and 
(2.83). 
we have 
CU-- (M*)/m + V*)£te«Ci)}-$fo..U)\ (2-84) 
and 
where 
(2.85) 
A n ^ ) - V . U ^ A ^ ) ( 2 , 8 6 ) 
Equation (2.79) gives us the recurrence r e l a t i o n f o r 5ir . ( x ) v i z « 
DC 
5 - , < * ) * < T o s x - i S . * x - ( 2 * 8 8 ) 
Using equations (2.82) and (2.83), a recurrence r e l a t i o n f o r A^(y) i s obtained 
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i . e . - I 
(2.89) 
with 4>(y)-= £ o b j 
Equations (2.72a) and (2.72b) have appropriate recurrence re la t ionships 
(2.-90) 
(2.91) 
wi th 
ToCW = 0 <T0(f>) 
A l l these equations enable us to c lacula te an and b,^ , thus g iv ing us S ( (&) and 
S, (&) which i n turn enable us to f i n d the i n t e n s i t y and po la r i sa t ion o f a 
scattered beam. The above analysis was formulated by Wickramasinfh'e, (1972). 
2.5 Rayleigh sca t te r ing 
We consider p a r t i c l e s of a r b i t r a r y forms. The only condi t ion here i s that 
the p a r t i c l e i s small compared to the wavelength of the inc ident r a d i a t i o n . 
Because of the p a r t i i c l e s ' s ize, i t may be considered as being placed i n a 
homogeneous, e l e c t r i c f i e l d Eo, which w i l l be ca l led the ' app l ied ' f i e l d . The 
e f f e c t of the p a r t i c l e , caused by the e l e c t r i c po la r i s a t ion o f the p a r t i c l e , 
i s to modify the f i e l d (denoted by E) both inside and near the p a r t i c l e . 
I f p i s the induced dipole moment, then the e l ec t ro s t a t i c formula gives 
p =rtl£o, wh£re <)( gives the. p o l a r i z a b i l i t y of the p a r t i c l e . 
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Usually cC i s a tensor, which means t h a t the d i r e c t i o n s o f p and Eo c o i n c i d e 
only i f the f i e l d i s a p p l i e d i n one o f three mutually perpendicular d i r e c t i o n s , 
denoted by the u n i t v e c t o r s ( i = 1 , 2 , 3 ) - We have then an expression f o r 
Eo i . e . 
3 
C-l 
Immediately g i v i n g 
3 
go = T £ ; r u (2 .92 ) 
(Note t h a t i f the extended f i e l d i s p e r i o d i c i . e . E 0 C then the induced d i p o l e 
i s p e ) . 
The p a r t i c l e i n the a p p l i e d f i e l d r a d i a t e s l i k e an o s c i l l a t i n g d i p o l e , which 
r a d i a t e s i n a l l d i r e c t i o n s . 
Consider a p o i n t P a t distance r ( ^ / \ ) from the p a r t i c l e under c o n s i d e r a t i o n 
(see f i g u r e 5 ) • The s c a t t e r e d wave observed a t P i s 
- l i k r (2 .94) 
The i n t e n s i t i e s are 
T o - c j £ o r (2 .95a) 
8*7T 
f o r the incoming wave and 
STT 
f o r the outgoing wave 
To f i n d the energy s c a t t e r e d per u n i t time i n a l l d i r e c t i o n s (V/), we 
i n t e g r a t e over a. sphere o f rad i u s r . So t h a t 
2iT / r 
• 
to 
O 
UL 
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^ kelp 
4 ~ 
H * ( 2 - 9 6 ) 
which simply reduces t o 
3 ^ (2 .97) 
D i v i d i n g by I o gives the s c a t t e r i n g c r o s s - s e c t i o n . With \^>\- |o( IsJ a long with, 
equation ( 2 . 9 5 a ) , we f i n d 
I o 3 
where i 2. £, a. 2. 
1 x 1 = 6 k , | + / M V j + n V 3 | l 
and 1 , m and n are the d i r e c t i o n cosines o f Eo. 
Consider now a p a r t i c u l a r type o f Rayleigh p a r t i c l e . The case when 
I n t h i s s i t u a t i o n the d i r e c t i o n s o f p and Eo always c o i n c i d e , i n which case 
the p o l a r i z a b i l i t y , i s a sca l a r . I f & i s the s c a t t e r i n g angle then the per-
p e n d i c u l a r component (r-component) h a s j f s f ^ , w h i l e the p a r a l l e l component 
(l-component) has ^ " ^ " ^ • f o l l o w s t h e r e f o r e , t h a t the s c a t t e r e d i n t e n s i t y 
i s given by 
I * C l t C o S * - & ) feVfL ( 2 - 9 9 ) 
where I o i s the i n t e n s i t y o f the i n c i d e n t l i g h t . Consider an assembly c o n t a i n i n g 
non-spherical s c a t t e r e r s which are randomly o r i e n t a t e d . I f we concentrate on one 
p a r t i c l e we can give i t a co-ordinate system (see f i g u r e 6 ) • The s c a t t e r e d 
l i g h t l i e s i n the ZOY plane. Denote u n i t v e c t o r s n^, n^, n ^ along the x, y and 
z axes r e s p e c t i v e l y , and i f 1 0 and r D denote the u n i t v e c t o r s i n d i r e c t i o n s o f 
Eo^ and Eo rthen A ^ 
C f0)- C £j j f x ) 
For the s c a t t e r e d wave we have 
k2 
O Y 
> lo 
COMPONENTS OF SCATTERED 
LIGHT FIG. 6. 
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The e l e c t r i c v e c t o r may be w r i t t e n as 
* j ~ ^ 
C o - b « ^ ^ + fc°p 
Kow the p a r t i c l e o r i e n t a t e d i n space i s c h a r a c t e r i z e d by three u n i t v e c t o r s 
n,, n, and n - . So t h a t 
>' *• 5 A A A 
^ - C z, ft, v C t i A2, + C n 3 
flj - C 3, rv, + C 3 i A t + C 3 3 r t j 
The components o f the induced d i p o l e moment P are found t o be 
(2 .100) 
(2 .101) - tor 'Pvl "+ £«r^U 
M u l t i p l y i n g the component o f p perpendicular t o the r a d i u s v e c t o r , by K, 
r 
gives the e l e c t r i c f i e l d o f the s c a t t e r e d wave. Then 
g i v i n g £ * C ^ G D i 8 - W 3 5 r ^ 6 ) + ( 5 r n « . 
P ^ - t f c f 7 ^ (2 .102) e<>* Cfya»&--p 5 Sm&) fe e " 1 / r 
(2.10?,) 
which gives the s c a t t e r i n g m a t r i x f o r one p a r t i c l e as: 
s+ s j 1 ? „ / 
We can now compute the combined e f f e c t s f o r a l l p a r t i c l e s . Taking averages o f the 
products over a l l p o s s i b l e o r i e n t a t i o n s , we have the r e l a t i o n s h i p given on the 
opposing page. 
The e f f e c t t h e r e f o r e o f an assembly o f randomly o r i e n t a t e d n o n - s p h e r i c a l 
p a r t i c l e s i s t o de p o l a r i s e the l i g h t . A f u l l treatment o f t h i s phenomenon can 
be found i n Chandrasekhar (]<)6o)« The d e r i v a t i o n s i n t h i s chapter give the 
i n t e n s i t y and p o l a r i s a t i o n as a f u n c t i o n o f p a r t i c l e s i z e and r e f r a c t i v e index 
f o r b oth Rayleigh and Mie s c a t t e r i n g . 
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By i n v o k i n g a geometry and dust d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r the nebula and u s i n g t h i s 
formalism we w i l l be i n a p o s i t i o n t o create models t o describe the observed 
data. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE NATURE OF INTERSTELLAR GRAINS 
Many years ago the observation o f dark o b s c u r r i n g clouds i n th e Galaxy 
suggested the existence o f matter i n the form o f dust g r a i n s i n the i n t e r s t e l l a r 
medium. The p o s s i b l e c o n s t i t u e n t s o f the dust has v a r i e d over the past few 
decades. I n i t i a l l y Schalen (1939) proposed i r o n , l a t e r Van de H u l s t (1949) 
proposed i c e and more r e c e n t l y Hoyle and Wickramasinghe (1962) suggested g r a p h i t e . 
At the present time a v a r i e t y o f m a t e r i a l s , e.g. s i l i c a t e , SiC, g r a p h i t e , seem t o 
be able t o e x p l a i n observations. 
There are a number o f ways o f e x p l a i n i n g t h i s dust. For i n t e r s t e l l a r g r a i n s 
we have the reddening laws and i n t e r s t e l l a r p o l a r i s a t i o n . I n othe r o b j e c t s , such 
as H I I regions and p l a n e t a r y nebulae, we employ the study o f abs o r p t i o n f e a t u r e s , 
c o l o u r diagrams and p o l a r i s a t i o n measurements. We s h a l l see however, t h a t 
although we can observe these q u a n t i t i e s , many o f the deduced p r o p e r t i e s remain 
questionable. 
3 . 1 . E x t i n c t i o n by i n t e r s t e l l a r g r a i n s 
Let us f i r s t examine how we o b t a i n i n f o r m a t i o n from the e x t i n c t i o n o f s t a r -
l i g h t through i n t e r s t e l l a r g r a i n s . Using the q u a n t i t i e s o f the previous chapter, 
we can say t h a t the observed i n t e n s i t y o f s t a r l i g h t , seen at wavelength A , can be 
w r i t t e n as 
( 3.D 
where I C(A) denotes the i n t r i n s i c i n t e n s i t y o f the s t a r and N i s t h e g r a i n 
d e n s i t y . D e f i n i n g the o p t i c a l depth as 
( 3 . 2 ) 
we have the f a n i l i a r equation o f t r a n s f e r . 
( 3 . 3 ) 
or i n terms o f magnitudes 
00 r ( 3 . 4 ) 
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whare A "'(A) denotes the attenuated l i g h t at a wavelength }\ . Note t h a t we have 
i n t e g r a t e d over a g r a i n s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n , n ( a ) . The q u a n t i t y A(/\i) denotes 
i n t e r s t e l l a r e x t i n c t i o n at wavelength Xj, , d e f i n e d by 
where M(Xi) i s the absolute magnitude at wavelengthXi and D i s thrf d i stance o f 
the s t a r from the e a r t h . F u r t h e r , i f i and j denote magnitudes at wavelength 
Ai and *Xj then 
observed ( i - j ) = I n t r i n s i c ( i - j ) + A(Ai) - A(Aj) ( 3 . 6 ) 
D e f i n i n g the Colour excess as 
E i - j s observed ( i - j ) - I n t r i n s i c ( i - j ) 
i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
E i - j = A(Xi) - A(Xj) ( 3 . 7 ) 
t o t h a t at any wavelength 
£<-r - A(X*) -AIM /, ftN 
where s u b s c r i p t s i and j have been s u b s t i t u t e d w i t h the B and V wavebands from 
the U-B-V system. By equation (3*3) we can compute v a r i o u s models f o r e x t i n c t i o n . 
The e f f e c t o f the dust on the l i g h t i s t o p r e f e r e n t i a l l y s c a t t e r the blue 
( thus l e a v i n g the redder l i g h t t o be t r a n s m i t t e d so t h a t the observed l i g h t i s 
redder than the i n t r i n s i c l i g h t . 
I n t h i s v:ay, the p l o t o f Eet-v against wavelength i s c a l l e d i n t e r s t e l l a r 
reddening curve. The method o f o b t a i n i n g t h i s curve i s t o observe a suspected 
'reddened' s t a r and t o compare the i n t e n s i t i e s , a t d i f f e r e n t wavelengths, t o t h a t 
o f an unreddensd s t a r o f the same s p e c t r a l type. I f an unreddened s t a r i s 
u n a v a i l a b l e , a model spectra i s used ( s i n c e the s p e c t r a l type o f the reddened 
s t a r can be.obtained from s p e c t r a l a n a l y s i s ) . Using t h i s method, Stebbins (19 3 4 , 
39) found, by u s i n g obviously reddened s t a r s , t h a t over the U-B-V ra^ge,the 
e x t i n c t i o n curve t>osessed a law such t h a t 
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kftoCh) oC '/^ ( 3 . 9 ) 
But recent extensive observations i n the U l t r a - V i o l e t shows curves t h a t depart 
from t h i s law. Indeed, r e c e n t l y S c h i l d (1977) showed t h a t t h i s law does not 
e x i s t a t a l l . Even so, d i f f e r e n t p a r t s o f the galaxy show d i f f e r i n g reddening 
laws. The Orion r e g i o n , f o r example, i s markedly d i f f e r e n t from oc.her p a r t s o f 
our galaxy. This i s mainly because the Orion i s a h o t , nebulous r e g i o n . Stecher 
( 1 9 6 9 ) , Bless and Savage (1970) found t h a t when measurements were extended i n t o 
the U l t r a - V i o l e t , a suspicious lnunp occurs at A"c ^  •^J ^ A 'M . Other measure-
ments were taken away from Sand&Persei (v/here t h e i r o r i g i n a l data was obtained) 
t o s t a r s o f the same s p e c t r a l type separated g r e a t l y over the galaxy. A l l 
showed t h i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c hump. 
Johnson (1968) extended observations i n t o the infr?.-red u s i n g t$st?rs, 
because they have s t r u c t u r e l e s s f e a t u r e s i n the i n f r a - r e d . He found d e v i a t i o n s 
from the 5^  law. However, i t must be p o i n t e d out t h a t some o f these s t a r s may 
have c i r c u m s t e l l a r dust clouds associated w i t h them. Deep i n f r a - r e d observations 
were undertaken u s i n g M type s t a r s 0 Here again care must be taken since these 
staxs have great s t r u c t u r e i n t h e i r i n f r a - r e d spectra. A search was undertaken 
t o t r y and d e t e c t the 3«l^ Um a b s o r p t i o n band o f i c e but t h i s was not observed 
however. This does not mean t h a t i c e does not e x i s t , i t may be due t o the 
i n t r i n s i c p r o p e r t i e s o f the s t a r s used since they possess p e c u l i a r spectra. 
Hackwell ( 1 9 7 0 ) , observing towards the g a l a c t i c c e n t r e , discovered the 
lOyUm f e a t u r e o f s i l i c a t e and Knacke e t . a l . (1969) observing 119 T a u r i found a 
s i m i l a r f e a t u r e . 
3 . 2 . I n t e r s t e l l a r p o l a r i s a t i o n 
As mentioned i n Chapter 1 , i n t e r s t e l l a r p o l a r i s a t i o n v/as discovered by 
H i l t n e r and H a l l ( 1 9 4 9 ) . The mechanism producing t h i s i s beyond doubt the Davis 
Greenstein e f f e c t a l i g n i n g g r a i n s i n a magnetic f i e l d . Denoting the d i f f e r e n c e 
i n magnitude between the maximum i n t e n s i t y by A m p , Schmidt (1958) found an 
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upper l i m i t o f A/W./o £ 0 0 k£f 
3 . 3 . D i f f u s e g a l a c t i c l i g h t 
Prom d i f f u s e g a l a c t i c l i g h t i t i s p o s s i b l e t o o b t a i n some i n f o r m a t i o n o f the 
p r o p e r t i e s o f the i n t e r s t e l l a r s c a t t e r i n g p a r t i c l e s . Henyey and Greenstein ( l 9 4 l ) 
u s i n g a slab model and Eddingtons 1 approximation, solved the r a d i a t i v e t r a n s f e r 
equation, and showed t h a t the p a r t i c l e s had an albedo (j") > 0.05 and a forv/ard 
t h r o w i n g phase f u n o t i o n ( g ) . 
Observations by W i t t (1968) l e d him t o b e l i e v e t h a t y ~ | and g = < C a s S > ^ ° 
Van de Hul s t and de Jong (1969) u s i n g previous measurements solved f o r J"and g 
u s i n g the slab model but t h i s time included m u l t i p l e s c a t t e r i n g . They found t h a t 
p l o t t i n g ^"against s gave two d i s c r e t e l o c i f o r the wavelengths /\Q and \ y i . e . 
t h e r e are many s o l u t i o n s . Measurements i n the U l t r a - V i o l e t l e d Hayakawa e t . a l . 
(1969) t o the r e s u l t and g = O .56. 
3 . 4 . R e f l e c t i o n and Emission nebulae. 
From Hubbies observations o f r e f l e c t i o n nebulae, an emperical law was 
es t a b l i s h e d v i z . 
M»+ l o j . o A - H f i r ( 3 . 9 ) 
v/here M^,is the apparent magnitude o f the s t a r and a i s the angular separation 
from the s t a r t o the f a r t h e s t observable p o i n t . v7ickramasinghe ( l 9 6 7 ) > making 
a naive model o f i s o t r o p i c s c a t t e r i n g , showed y ^, 0.5 b u t , as he p o i n t s o u t , 
not much weight should be given t o t h i s r e s u l t . 
O'Dell ( 1 9 6 5 ) , E l v i u s and H a l l (1967) have made p o l a r i s a t i o n measurements, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y o f the Morope nebula i n the Pleiades. Both c o l o u r and p o l a r i s a t i o n 
i n d i c a t e the presence o f dust. 
Observations o f H I I regions by O'Dell and Hubbard (1965) and O'Dell e t . a l . 
(1965) e s t a b l i s h e d beyond doubt t h a t dust was present w i t h i n these o b j e c t s . Using 
the H A emission l i n e , an estimate o f the e f f e c t i v e gas t o dust r a t i o i s p o s s i b l e 
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v i z . 
where i s the i o n d e n s i t y , i s the dust d e n s i t y and Csca i s the e f f e c t i v e 
s c a t t e r i n g c r o s s - s e c t i o n . However, the temperature determines the type o f g r a i n 
t h a t can s u r v i v e . I n M42, i t was shown t h a t great v a r i a t i o n s e x i s t i n the gas t o 
dust r a t i o . A more d e t a i l e d d i s c u s s i o n o f dust w i t h i n nebulae w i l l be given l a t e r . 
3 . 5 . C j r c u m s t e l l a r Dust. 
Any anomalies o c c u r r i n g i n the i n f r a - r e d spectra o f s t a r s which cannot be 
accounted f o r i n s t e l l a r spectra, i s a t t r i b u t e d t o a dust s h e l l surrounding the 
s t a r . S t e l l a r r a d i a t i o n , l e s s than 1ytAm, w i l l be absorbed by dust and i s r e -
r a d i a t e d f u r t h e r i n t o the i n f r a - r e d . A det e r m i n a t i o n o f the r a d i u s and mass o f a 
s h e l l i s p o s s i b l e from t h e f o l l o w i n g a n a l y s i s . 
We assume a s p h e r i c a l s h e l l o f thickness R s h e l l , where R s h e l l 
i s the r a d i u s o f the s h e l l . 
Then 
Qabs . LrordL, = ^ I T ^ T S H V e t L ( 3 . 1 0 ) 
5 HtTLL. 
where L t o t a l i s t h e t o t a l l u m i n o s i t y , T s h e l l i s t h e temperature o f the s h e l l , a 
i s the r a d i u s o f the g r a i n s and Qabs and & are the mean ab s o r p t i o n e f f i c i e n c i e s 
o f the g r a i n s i n the red and i n f r a - r e d r e s p e c t i v e l y . Wickramasinghe (1972) f i n d s 
6 / Q a b s ^ 0 . 1 . F u r t h e r , we can w r i t e 
i m p l y i n g t h a t <rr_ i „ /• . /, \ (3«ll) 
W i t h i n the s h e l l 
M^tx,'^ 4/3 ITdSpN - ^ T r ^ - a . § £ ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
where K i s the number d e n s i t y o f g r a i n s and ^ t h e i r mean d e n s i t y 
From d e f i n i t i o n 
Combining ( 3 . 1 l ) and ( 3 . 1 2 ) we f i n d 
• O1- \ r \ ( 3 . 1 3 ) 
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T y p i c a l values c a l c u l a t e d f o r v a r i o u s s t a r s (e.g. VYCMa) give.; T s h e l l 'v-/ 
600 K , R s h e l l ' ^ 2 x 10 cm and M g r a i n s ^ l O gms. 
There are however, d i f f i c u l t i e s a r i s i n g . Since we do not know what type o f 
gr a i n s are present, Qabs a n d ^ have t o be rou g h l y estimated. Also a g r a i n s i z e 
d i s t r i b u t i o n i s not employed. 
Woolf and Ney ( 1969 ) , Knacke e t . a l . ( 1 9 6 9 ) , Ney and A l l e n (1969) and S t e i n 
e t . a l . (1969) showed several c o o l oxygen r i c h s t a r s o f Mir a type e x h i b i t i n g 
i n f r a - r e d excess i n the 8-14yt*m s p e c t r a l range. Stars e x h i b i t i n g t h i s i n c l u d e 
0 Ceti,X Cyg, and ©C O r i . These excesses have been a t t r i b u t e d t o the presence o f 
s i l i c a t e s w i t h i n a c i r c u m s t e l l a r dust cloud. Time dependent p o l a r i s a t i o n 
observations o f cool g i a n t s also i n d i c a t e c i r c u m s t e l l a r dust. 
C i r c u m s t e l l a r dust s h e l l s are not n e c e s s a r i l y r e s t r i c t e d t o o l d s t a r s . 
I n f r a - r e d excesses have been r e p o r t e d T - T a u r i s t a r s , F and C supergiants and 
Be s t a r s . Reddish (1967) concludes t h a t very young s t a r s have c i r c u m s t e l l a r 
dust clouds w i t h diameters o f the order ^ 1 pc and masses t*30M 0 but t h i s 
phenomenon, he r e p o r t s , i s short l i v e d . 
3 . 6 . Grain f o r m a t i o n 
L i n b l a d (1935) suggested t h a t i n t e r s t e l l a r dust g r a i n s may condense w i t h i n 
clouds o f i n t e r s t e l l a r gas, forming i c e . T h i s idea v/as extended by Van de 
H u l s t (1949) showing the f o l l o w i n g sequence o f events. F i r s t d iatomic molecules 
are formed, such as CH, CH1", CN and CN"*-, These grow i n t o a condensation n u c l e i 
. . - a" 
(about 10 - 20 atoms). From these n u c l e i , g r a i n s are mormed w i t h r a d i i - v l O cm. 
Bates and S p i t z e r (1951) showed, f o r a gas temperature~ 1 0 0 K and w i t h t y p i c a l 
values o f the abundance o f C, H and C**", showed t h a t the molecules formed 
(CH and CH*) had d e n s i t i e s o f the order o f 10 - 10 "cm"*. These values are o f 
the order a hundred, too low from the observed d e n s i t i e s o f these molecules. I t 
-? 
was then s u j e s t e d t h a t g r a i n s up t o r a d i i ~ 10 cm are formed i n c i r c u m s t e l l a r 
envelopes and are then ejected i n t o i n t e r s t e l l a r clouds. C a l c u l a t i o n s show t h a t 
a f t e r a time o f about 10 years, the r a d i i w i l l grow up t o 3 x 10 cm. However, 
t h e r e may e x i s t p a r t i a l d e s t r u c t i o n by cloud - cloud c o l l i s i o n s and encounters 
w i t h hot s t a r s . 
P i a t t (1956) and P i a t t and Bonn (1956) suggest t h a t i n t e r s t e l l a r condensation 
o 
processes r e s u l t i n the formation o f l a r g e unsaturated molecules o f the order 10A 
across c o n s i s t i n g mainly o f water. However, the theory behind these p a r t i c l e s i s 
not q u i t e understood. 
Hoyle and Wickramasinghe (1962) recommended g r a p h i t e as a p o s s i b l e candidate 
f o r i n t e r s t e l l a r m a t e r i a l . They suggest t h a t i t can be formed on the surface o f 
Carbon s t a r s (N type) which have temperatures ^  1500 - 3000 K. 
These s t a r s also have temperature f l u c t u a t i o n s w i t h a p e r i o d o f approximately 
one year. The d e n s i t y a t the surface i s high and below a c r i t i c a l temperature 
(<~2400 K) , thermodynamic e q u i l i b r i u m i s q u i c k l y e s t a b l i s h e d and, mainly due t o 
three-body c o l l i s i o n s , g r a p h i t e n u c l e i can be formed. They condense t o r a d i i o f 
about 10 - 10 cm, and since the r a d i a t i o n pressure on the surface o f these 
3 4> 
s t a r s exceeds g r a v i t y by a f a c t o r 10 - 10 , the g r a i n s are e j e c t e d from the 
S «< 
surfa.ce o f the s t a r . Using a value o f 10 N type s t a r s , over a p e r i o d o f 10 
years, a s u b s t a n t i a l amount o f g r a p h i t e can be ej e c t e d i n t o the i n t e r s t e l l a r 
medium (10 years i s the •turn-over' time o f s t a r f o r m a t i o n ) . Bahng (1966) has 
found t h a t these N type s t a r s have Black-Body spectra i n the r e g i o n l - 1 0 y u m , 
showing t h a t g r a i n s absorb and re-emit i n o p t i c a l l y t h i c k l a y e r s . 
I n cool oxygen r i c h s t a r s (carbon/oxygen<( ) , w i t h temperatures o f the order 
2000 - 3000 K, c e r t a i n species may condense, as shown by Hoyle and Wickramasinghe 
( 1 9 6 8 ) . I n p a r t i c u l a r Fe, MgO and S i 0 2 . These then go on t o form g r a i n s o f 
-S" -G 
r a d i i o f the order o f 10 - 10 cm, which are ej e c t e d by r a d i a t i o n pressure. 
These species may e x i s t i n other forms e.g. MgSiOj and MgFeSiO^. . However, 
th e r e i s s t r o n g evidence f o r SiO^ and/or s i l i c a t e i n the atmospheres o f these 
cool oxygen r i c h s t a r s as stated by Low and Krishna-Swainy ( 1 9 7 0 ) . 
Supernovae can also be a p o s s i b l e area, o f g r a i n formation as ar/rued by Hoyle 
and '.Vickranasinghe (1970a) . I t i s thought t h a t 10# o f the m a t e r i a l e x p e l l e d by 
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supornovae can be formed i n t o g r a i n s . This m a t e r i a l c o n s i s t s mainly o f carbon, 
i r o n and s i l i c o n . C a l c u l a t i o n s show a g r a i n growth, a f t e r one year, g i v i n g 
-a" 
r a d i i o f the order o f 10 cm, and h i g h speed e j e c t i o n i n t o the i n t e r s t e l l a r medium. 
Using a value o f one supernova every t h i r t y years, a value o f 7 x 10 Z^jms/cm i s 
obtained f o r d e n s i t y i n the i n t e r s t e l l a r medium a f t e r 10 years. T h i s i s close t o 
what i s r e q u i r e d from i n f r a - r e d models. 
Other p o s s i b i l i t i e s i n c l u d e the forma t i o n o f an i c e mantle on a g r a p h i t e core 
a f t e r the g r a p h i t e has been e j e c t e d i n t o a coo l cloud. Hartman (1970) suggests 
i r o n condensation i n T - T a u r i s t a r s f o l l o w e d by s i l i c a t e a c c r e t i o n . This gives 
r a d i i o f the order o f 3 x 10 cm. 
3 . 7 . T h e o r e t i c a l e x t i n c t i o n curves 
A t h e o r e t i c a l f i t t o the e x t i n c t i o n curve was f i r s t attempted by Van de H a l s t 
(1949) using two g r a i n s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n s v i z . n(a)«cexp (-a/&c) w i t h a 0 = 0.075)/lAm 
and the other, a s i n g l e p a r t i c l e s i z e o f ap = 0.3/^m. The l a t t e r f i t t e d b e t t e r o f 
the two. I t must be remembered t h a t t h i s f i t was achieved over the v i s i b l e range. 
'•Then the u l t r a - v i o l e t measurements were obtained the Van de H u l s t model de v i a t e d 
s t r o n g l y i : i t h i s r e g i o n . The absence also o f the 3.1jAm i c e band i n h i g h l y 
reddened s t a r s soon placed the i c e model out o f favour. 
A g r a p h i t e model by Wickramasinghe and Guillaume ( l 9 6 5 ) » u s i n g a size 
d i s t r i b u t i o n o f 
(\Ca,)oc<BVf>C-Ca-"r fyzp*-) ( 3 . 1 4 ) 
f i t t e d the reddening curve, but dev i a t e d sharply f o r A* 2000$. I t was also 
found t h a t the model depended weakly on the size d i s t r i b u t i o n . Using g r a p h i t e 
cores w i t h d i e l e c t r i c mantles, Wickramasinghe (19&3) attempted a model u s i n g a 
d i s t r i b u t i o n given by 
The r e s u l t was b e t t e r than previous models but not extremely s a t i s f a c t o r y . T h i s 
l e d astronomers t o t h i n k on the l i n e s o f a mixture of d i f f e r e n t m a t e r i a l s . 
Wickramasinghe and Nandy ( l 9 7 0 ) » f o l l o w i n g t h i s approach, used a mi x t u r e of 
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g r a p h i t e , s i l i c a t e , and i r o n p a r t i c l e s , and a size d i s t r i b u t i o n o f 
Aa^otpC-'kC*/***)2) ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
choosing a d i f f e r e n t m f o r each p a r t i c l e type used. They d e f i n e d the q u a n t i t i e s 
e 
Xgr = E x t i n c t i o n o f g r a p h i t e component o f mixture at A500A 
E x t i n c t i o n o f s i l i c a t e component o f mix t u r e a t 4500A* 
and 
© 
X i r o n = E x t i n c t i o n o f i r o n component of mixture a t /nOOA' 9 
E x t i n c t i o n o f s i l i c a t e component o f mixture a t 4500A 
They used r a d i i o f the f o l l o w i n g range. 
g r a p h i t e : 0 .04 - 0.065yUm 
i r o n : 0.015 - 0.03ywm 
s i l i c a t e : 0 . 1 2 - 0 . l 6 / ^ m 
I t was found t h a t good f i t s produced a r e l a t i o n s h i p between X i r o n and Xgr such 
t h a t 
A.Xiron = B + Xgr 
Using Stechers' (1969) observations o f 5-<= P e r s e i , the e x t i n c t i o n curve was 
f i t t e d u s i n g Xgr: X i r o n : 1 = 1 :5 /6: 1 
and f o r the Orion e x t i n c t i o n curve, w i t h 
am ( g r a p h i t e ) = 0.05y*m 
am ( i r o n ) = 0.02^\m 
am ( s i l i c a t e ) = 0.17yUm 
and X i r o n = l / 6 Xgr + 2/9 ( X P T = 0.3 and 0 . 6 ) , good f i t s were obtained. 
Other mixtures have produced f i t s a l s o , G i l r a ( l 9 7 l ) u s i n g a mi x t u r e o f 
s i l i c a t e , s i l i c o n carbide ( S i c ) and g r a p h i t e , f i t t e d the e x t i n c t i o n curve f o r 
^ Oph, and6~Sco. Other m a t e r i a l s attempted i n c l u d e quartz and diamond g r a i n s , 
and quartz g r a i n s i r r a d i a t e d by cosmic rays and X-rays. 
3.B. T h e o r e t i c a l models o f i n t e r s t e l l a r p o l a r i s a t i o n 
C y l i n d e r s are used i n most i n t e r s t e l l a r p o l a r i s a t i o n models. I f the 
i n c i d e n t r a d i a t i o n has E - v e c t o r p a r a l l e l t o the c y l i n d e r , a x i s , the amount o f 
e x t i n c t i o n i n magnitudes i s given by 
AIM s l'0 9& C„ C / l M j A ^ ) ( 3 . 1 6 ) 
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S i m i l a r l y , with the E - vector perpendicular to the long axis 
where the C's denote the e x t i n c t i o n cross-sections, calculated i n a similar 
fashion to the Mie theory. Using s i l i c a t e needles and a size d i s t r i b u t i o n 
KG*.]*: e>jo i - Ca- rsi\ ) * / 2 i s - 1 ) 
with r s i l , mean cylinder radius set to the range 0.08 - O.lyAm and 6"= O.O^ m, 
agreement i s achieved betv/een t h e o r e t i c a l and observed values of p o l a r i s a t i o n with 
wavelength. Employing Qn = 0.y«m, the r a t i o of p o l a r i s a t i o n to e x t i n c t i o n at 
7i = 5000A i s 
W CC,-*CJL) ( 3 * 1 8 ) 
Since the maximum value fo r Afl*p i s 0 .065, t h i s implies a 10% e f f e c t i v e l i n e up 
of p a r t i c l e s i n the magnetic f i e l d . 
Small graphite flakes used by Greenberg (1966) with r a d i i approximately 
0o05ywn explain e x t i n c t i o n curves but not p o l a r i s a t i o n w i t h wavelength. Later, 
Greenberg (1968) showed that d i e l e c t r i c cylinders such as ice produce a better f i t 
f o r the p o l a r i s a t i o n than metallic grains. However, a l l the calculations depend 
strongly on the shape of the p a r t i c l e , which i s unknown. 
3 . 9 . Rotation of grains 
Grains situated i n a gaseous medium w i l l be effected by atoms and ions 
c o l l i d i n g with the grains. These impinging p a r t i c l e s w i l l impart momentum to the 
grain. We can therefore write 
x I c o l = j . f e T ( 3 . 1 9 ) 
Z 3. 
where I i s the moment of i n e r t i a and T i s the k i n e t i c temperature of the ambient 
gas. 
Assuming spherical grains 
where 
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w r i t i n g co-2ih? equation (3.1?) reduces to 
( 3 . 2 0 ) 
for T ~100 K and a ~ 10 cm we get V ~ 300 MHZ 
while f o r a ~ 1 0 " * cm, V J MHz 
The timescale required for the e q u i p a r t i t i a n of angular velocity^, i s 
( 3 . 2 1 ) 
where n i s the density of the ambient medium. 
For a t y p i c a l i n t e r s t e l l a r cloud " 'T«.<^£ 10* years, a very short time. 
The consequence i s that most grains a^e spinning.. I t was proposed by Hoyle and 
Wickramasinghe (1970b)that these spinning grains w i l l emit radio waves, and what 
was previously thought to be radio waves emitted by synchrotron r a d i a t i o n i n many 
objects, are i n fact due to spinning grains. 
3 .10 . Accretion and destruction of dust i n ionized nebulae 
Osterbrock (1974) has set out the following conditions f o r grains i n a hot 
medium. 
Within ionized nebula, t y p i c a l temperatures are of the order of 10,000 K 
so that ions and photons are of high energy. Collisions with high energy ions 
and photons tend to detach atoms and molecules from the surface i . e . theytend to 
destroy the p a r t i c l e . The photons w i l l cause electrons to be ejected from the 
surface so causing an increase i n p o s i t i v e charge on the surface. The rate of 
increase of p o s i t i v e charge due to photoejection i s rriven by 
where Jv i s the mean i n t e n s i t y of the r a d i a t i o n and f>j i s the photodetachment 
p r o b a b i l i t y ( 0 1 ftjZ I) . 
I f the p a r t i c l e i s neutral or negative, = threshold frequency of the 
material. I f the material i s positive however-, lowest energy electrons cannot 
escape, so we write 
->ao 
o ' h V r 
s i 
( 3 . 2 2 ) 
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f V c - * - 2 e £ A k ( 3 . 2 3 ) 
i s the p o t e n t i a l energy of an electron at a surface of charge z ) . 
Rate of increase of charge due to capture of electrons i s 
where i:; the electron s t i c k i n g p r o b a b i l i t y ( o ^ J e * ' ) and Ye i s the 
a t t r a c t i o n or repulsion of the charge on the p a r t i c l e , given by 
1 + 2 e > ^ k T * > ° ( 3 . 2 5 ) 
Rate of increase of charge due to protons i s 
( 3 . 2 6 ) 
with 
For equilibrium 
Showing t h i s equation, the following results are obtained f o r the inner part of 
the nebula, photoejection dominates causing the p a r t i c l e s ' charge to be p o s i t i v e . 
The outer regions however, receive a small u l t r a - v i o l e t f l u x and photoejection i s 
ne g l i g i b l e , causing the p a r t i c l e s to be negatively charged. As an example, 
consider a ' d i r t y ' i c e grain of radius 3 x 10 &cm. S^"p I , <j)$ r£.0'"L 
( f o r ktf-p-lrv'c-v | 3 c V ' ) , and an 05 star with L* = 5 x 10*" La, T ~ 50,000 K, 
i n a nebula with Ne~ Np M 1<"A**S I t i s found that z ~380 at r = 3-5 pc 
( r i s the distance from the s t a r ) , and z = 0 at r = 8.5 pc, while z->-360 as 
J ft 0 . 
We can now estimate the rate of sputtering i . e . the knocking out of atoms by 
energetic positive ions. I n the inner part of the nebula, where z^ '400 , the 
posit i v e charge raises the threshold which decreases the sputtering. In.the outer 
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part however, the p a r t i c l e s are negative and so the sputtering rate i s increased. 
The l i f e t i m e of a p a r t i c l e against sputtering i s about lo'^a/Np years where z = 0 , 
and 3 x lo'^a/Np years i n the outer regions (z ~ - 4 0 0 ) . Taking a~ 3 x 10~%m and 
Np = 16 cm"*, i t i s found that the l i f e t i m e of the p a r t i c l e s against sputtering 
i s long compared with the l i f e t i m e of the H I I region. 
Photons can destroy grains by heating the grains u n t i l they reach vaporisation 
temperatures. The temperature of the grain Tp, i s given by the equilibrium 
reached between the energy absorbed (mainly i n the U - V) and the energy emitted 
(mainly i n the 1-R) i . e . 
j " V j y O - A j J Ce^dfafetoC-JCt-ArfOtt^clO ( 3 . 2 8 ) 
where A ^ i s the albedo and E^ ; (Tj>) i s the Plsnck function. We can now make th'j 
f o l lowing approximations: L.H.S.of equation (3 -28) , giving (l~A;\) Ce:c^= ft?*.2" 
R.H.S. of equation ( 3 . 2 7 ) , A»<* giving ( l~A^ ) Cext* = 7 T a Z £ • 3 f T ^ . Pu t t i n g 
6 = 0 . 1 f o r d i e l e c t r i c s . The expression 
TD0Q ( V i n T 2 * ) ' * " ( 3 . 2 9 ) 
i s obtained, so that f o r a ~3 x 10 cm, TQ^IOO K at r = 3pc. This shows us that 
HjO w i l l evaporate w i t h i n the inner regions. 
Overall, sputtering i s not important, possibly only i n the outer regions. I n 
the inner regions, vaporisation dominates. This implies that i n these types of 
emission nebula-3, graphite, s i l i c a t e and iron are more l i k e l y to survive than i c e . 
3 . 1 1 . Dynamics of grains i n nebulae 
The r a d i a t i o n force exerted on a grain i s 
dl ( 3 - 3 0 ) 
Usually, for most hot stars, the dominant r a d i a t i o n i s such that ^4**-, g i v i n g Qpr#>l. 
Jo C 
(This i s only true for i c e ) . The grain, being pushed through the nebula, receives 
a drag force from gas interactions. This force can be w r i t t e n as 
f o r a neutral grain. Here w i s the v e l o c i t y r e l a t i v e to the gas. V/hen forces 
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"balance, the terminal v e l o c i t y i s *;iven by 
\Mt« -3u / rr A ( 3 * 3 2 ) 
Note that there i s no dependence on a. 
For t y p i c a l values, as before, when r = 3 .3pc» wfc = 10 km/s. 
I f the grain posesses a charge the drag i s increased and we include the 
additional term 
" W l * 3 N P 2 V M U ( 3 , 3 3 ) 
This Coulomb force w i l l dominate i f 1*1 ^ . VO 0 Usually z i s much higher than t h i s 
and W becomes smaller, meaning that the grain becomes 'frozen' i n t o the gas. I f 
t h i s occurs, the grain can experience large accelerations. I t i s believed f o r 
instance, that the central 'hole' i n NGC 2244 i s caused by t h i s e f f e c t . 
3 . 1 2 . Grain size d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
Deriving t h e o r e t i c a l expressions f o r grain size d i s t r i b u t i o n s i s very 
d i f f i c u l t . P a r t i c u l a r l y i f we t r y to include a l l probable destruction and 
accretion eff e c t s . We can estimate the d i s t r i b u t i o n i n a size equilibrium situa-
t i o n . We follow the analysis of Wickramasinghe(l972). 
Let P ( ^ ) , the destruction p r o b a b i l i t y per u n i t time for a grain of radius r , 
be expressed as 
Let n ( r , t ) dr be the number of grains with r a d i i between r and r + dr per u n i t 
volume at time t . 
V/e define * r 
> / 0 , f c " ) - J ( 3 . 3 4 ) 
to be the number of grains with grains with r a d i i less than r at time t . So that 
We now have 
, c* * ( 3 - 3 5 ) 
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Expanding 
^ t "JN c i t ^ - c L t f A P * ) A C T ) C I ^ ( 3 . 3 6 ) 
2>t 
When a steady - state s i t u a t i o n i s reached 
and so 
r 
2 4 = o 
^ 1 • d r « - f A r ^ n W d r ( 3 . 3 7 ) 
W r i t i n g d^^jfc =J*"= constant and using (3-34) 
or 0 
JK in = - A r ^ KCY; ( 3 . 3 9 ) 2 r 
which becomes 
Int e g r a t i n g 
J i l o j « . n ^ - ^ r ^ ( 3 . 4 0 ) 
IGJ^VX = - A j T + C o n s t a n t . ( 3 . 4 1 ) 
or 
Puttingi|= 3 i - e . P(r)eCr ( i . e . destruction i s proportional to the volume), then 
K C Y ) = t\to)e.-cr/r*'i ( 3 . 4 3 ) 
and p u t t i n g P ( r) = constant gives 
nl*U n 6 o ) e - C r / r o ) ( 3 . 4 4 ) 
Other d i s t r i b u t i o n s used include Gaussians. These are probably more r e a l i s t i c 
since the d i s t r i b u t i o n s given by 
gives many p a r t i c l e s i n the Rayleigh domain. Wickramasinghe ( l 9 7 l ) also uses the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of Deirmendjian (.1.96?) which i s based on observations of t e r r e s t r i a l 
0.45) 
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clouds. I t i s given by 
To f i n d the maximum grain radius a^, we f i n d the solution of 
ch^-.o (3-46) 
This gives (fi.O<-
The d i s t r i b u t i o n i s weakly dependent on the choice ofKand j& . Wickramasinghe 
chooses o<-3 and /$* 3 giving 
n f t j * . A ^ ^ y G ^ ^ ' J ( 3 - 4 8 ) 
Clearly, there i s no re a l c e r t a i n t y i n any of the d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
3.13- Conclusions 
I t i s clear from the evidence given that there are a l o t of questions l e f t 
unanswered,, The d i s t r i b u t i o n of sizes, f o r example, w i l l be greatly effected by 
processes w i t h i n nebulae. As we have seen, i t i s probably a function of distance 
as w e l l . Establishing a mixture f o r i n t e r s t e l l a r grains does not mean that the 
same mixture, or type of grain, i s the same as i n nebulae and galaxies, as we w i l l 
see i n the next chapter. 
Polarisation then, i s another important lever which can be used, along with 
other measurements, to determine the types and sizes of grains that can e x i s t . 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE GALAXY M82 
The galaxy M8? i s one of the most studied and most enigmatic of galaxies 
known. I t i s a member of the l o c a l group and i s c l a s s i f i e d as an i r r e g u l a r type 
I I . Plates i n the H* band showed filamentary structure r a d i a t i n g from the nucleus 
or core. I t was suggested, i n the view of t h i s discovery, that the core of M82 
v/as the scene of a vi o l e n t explosion i n the past. Theories arose to account for 
t h i s explosion, one suggesting that an i n f l u x of dust could i n i t i a t e the onset of 
supernovae explosions which i n turn sets o f f fu r t h e r explosions. 
While th e o r i s t s were t r y i n g to f i n d possible explanations f o r the explosion, 
observers were busy studying the galaxy. I t was soon found that the findings did 
not altogether f i t with the idea of an explosion i n the core. 
4 . 1 . The S c i e n t i f i c development of M82 
I t was found that the filaments radiate strongly ( r e l a t i v e to the neighbour-
hood) i n HpC . Lynds and Sandage (1963) also found emission l i n e s i n H^3and IT S 
and the forbidden l i n e s /N I I / , /S it/, / 0 I I / , and / 0 I I I / . I t was found that 
the filaments were not symmetric about the core. 1 This was a t t r i b u t e d to various 
mechanisms i n h i b i t i n g i s t r o p i c expansion. I t was the looping appearance of the 
filaments which suggested that they followed the l i n e s of a magnetic f i e l d . 
Combine t h i s with an explosion (which can supply a large number of high energy 
charged p a r t i c l e s ) and we have grounds to suspect that the filaments w i l l emit 
synchrotron r a d i a t i o n . 
The synchrotron model was v e r i f i e d by various authors who had measured the 
spectral index. The measured spectral index was found to \>eoC = - 0 . 1 7 (Lynds 
196 l ) which i s similar to the crab nebula (*C = - 0 . 2 3 ) . 
The genera], trend i n colour of the halo i s that i t tends to get bluer as we 
get further from the disk (one would expect i t to get redder) and t h i s i s 
represented, to a certain extent, by the synchrotron theory. 
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I f p o l a risation measurements are taken of the filaments, the E - vector 
should be perpendicular to the filaments i f the model i s correct,, 
Sandage and M i l l e r ( 1 9 6 4 ) , using photographic techniques, found that P~100% 
w i t h the E - vector perpendicular to the filaments. This agrees with the synchro-
tr o n moosi. However, i t was Elvius (1963) who made photoelectric polarisation 
measurements that found the po l a r i s a t i o n to be less than that previously stated 
(P 30/6). New measurements of the spectral index gave a U-V f l u x which was f a r 
too low to account f o r the H Remission i n the filaments. So the synchrotron model 
f a i l e d for the supposed Hot emission and the low pol a r i s a t i o n measured. 
Solinger (1969 a, b, c) had proposed a shock f r o n t mechanism, caused by the 
explosion, heating the halo and creating filaments. These then would be suff -
i c i e n t free electrons to create the H remission, and the pol a r i s a t i o n would be 
caused by free electrons i . e . Thompson scattering. I f the HP*, l i n e was i n t r i n s i c 
to the filaments, one would expect the polarisation to be less than observed i n 
the continuum, since the extra r a d i a t i o n would decrease the p o l a r i s a t i o n . 
Polarisation measurements taken withi n the filaments showed values of about 
27% i n the HoC. However, observations taken i n the continuum showed no increase 
i n percentage polarisations as one would expect i f the H«C l i n e i s i n t r i n s i c to 
the filaments. 
Solingers' blast v/ave model declined i n favour. There could be only one 
possible explanation to account f o r the polarimetric observations of the filaments, 
and that was that the filaments scatter l i g h t emitted from the galaxy. 
4 . 2 . The -possibility of dust scattering 
The two possible processes of scattering are electron i . e . Thompson scattering 
and dust scattering. A simple analysis by Schmidt and Angel ( l 9 ? 6 ) showed that 
electron scattering was not feasible. Consider the following naive model. We 
have an i n f i n i t e plane of brightness B^, representing the galactic disk. I f we 
assume non-absorbing scatterers, the amount or l i g h t scattered i s given by 
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whereTis the o p t i c a l depth of the scatterers. Equation (4«l) follows since l i g h t 
taken out by transmission i s reduced by a factor exp(-T) i . e . 
T T - To £ _ r r ( 4 . 2 ) 
and since there i s no absorbtion then the l i g h t must be scattered i . e . 
Assuming T<<-1 i t follows that 
B a - l c / r ( 4 - 4 ) 
2-
A better approximation can be made i f we say that the galactic disk may subtend 
only h a l f the s o l i d angle of an i n f i n i t e plane, i n which case 
S s c l f i J l ( 4 . 5 ) 
4 
By taking a value for the surface brightness of a p a r t i c u l a r filament of 
V = 22.83 arc sec"^ and a value of V = 1 9 . 1 arc sec"^ for the disk which i s seen 
edge on, one obtains a value of the op t i c a l depth o f T * * 0 . 1 . I f the scattering 
process i s due to electron scattering, the o p t i c a l depth i s defined by 
where<S<». i s the Thompson cross-section and 1 i s the l i n e of sight depth, taken to 
be equal to the diameter of the disk, which assigning a value of 3.3 Mpc for the 
distance of K82 becomes 5*8 Kpc. Substituting i n t o ( 4 - 6 ) we ar r i v e at a value 
f o r the electron density of n^_ = 8 f o r I g j = 0 . 1 . Bearing i n mind that there 
i s no i n t r i n s i c Hot emission from the filaments, an estimate can be obtained f o r 
the maximum electron density allowed without l i n e emission. This i s found to 
give a value of n^= 0.3 which would give eXi,s = 0 . 0 0 4 . I f the cause i s due to 
electron scattering then we would expect i n t r i n s i c H06 emission. 
I t v/as Elvius (1972) who put forward the idea of scattering by dust i n the 
halo of !'.l82. The r e l a t i v e l y high level of po l a r i s a t i o n observed tends to suggest 
that the scatters are Bayleigh type p a r t i c l e s . This idea i s also boosted by the 
r e l a t i v e l y f l a t spectra of .polarisation against wavelength (Sandage and 
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Vf. ijvanaiha.il 1972) . 
The problem of the increase of blue l i g h t with distance from the disk was 
s t i l l unanswered. Mathis (1973) t r i e d to solve t h i s problem by concocting a 
mixture of grains of various r e f r a c t i v e indices, g i v i n g not only the correct 
p o l a r i s a t i o n but also creating a non-reddening e f f e c t . He used the Oort -
Van de Hulst d i s t r i b u t i o n v i z . 
Y\COL) ^ rv(O) e*p (- o • fci% C < V k t 6 ) ("4.7) 
and r e f r a c t i v e indices (n - i k ) of n = 1.33 and 2.7 with k = 0.05 i n both cases. 
The values correspond to ice and s i l i c o n carbide respectively. The mixture was 
arranged such that 
KtoA « 2 . tot r\iCx\ ( 4 e 8) 
where w^" represents a weighting function. His method for determining the para-
meters of the mixture was to use a simple minded model i n which the f i n a l 
percentage pol a r i s a t i o n was of the order of 26%, as observed i n the filaments. 
This was achieved by taking a point source of l i g h t and i n t e g r a t i n g along the 
l i n e of sight (the 'integration' consisted of adding up two points along the 
, O ON, 
halo, situated such that the scattering angles were 60 and 120 ). The 
'greyness' of po l a r i s a t i o n was achieved by using the following mixture. 
a w n - i k 
0.05 
0.05 
0.10 
1.0 
O.46 
0.336 
1-33 - 0.05 
2.7 - 0.05 
2.7 - 0.05 
I t was pointed out however that t h i s mixture was i n no way unique i n s a t i s -
f y i n g the relevant conditions of the model. A solution i s reached owing to the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n s used. I t supplies enough Rayleigh p a r t i c l e s to account f o r the 
polar i s a t i o n and also jus t enough Mie p a r t i c l e s to produce a non-reddening 
mixture. The model seems highly contrived and also a difference i n d i s t r i b u t i o n 
would have caused a d i s t r i b u t i o n of sizes as a function of distance from the disk.. 
Note also that the model excluded l i g h t from a disk. 
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Another feature unaccounted for was the v e l o c i t y f i e l d . This shows red-
s h i f t s i n the North and blue-shifts i n the South. Estimates for t i l t of the 
galaxy (defined as the angle the minor axis makes with the sky) give a value of 
o 
about 8 . I n a l l models considered so f a r , the filaments must l i e along the 
r o t a t i o n axis of the galaxy (the minor a x i s ) . This i s because we only see the 
r a d i a l component of the v e l o c i t y vector when observing the doppler s h i f t . I f the 
synchrotron model, however, the doppler measurements cannot be f i t t e d at a l l i f 
we are to believe that the filaments are expanding r a d i a l l y . This can r e a d i l y 
be seen i f we imagine the scattering p a r t i c l e s to behave l i k e mirrors. Since the 
mirrors are moving away from the l i g h t source ( t o f i t with the explosion hypo-
thesis) the l i g h t received by the mirror w i l l be red-shifted. The scattered 
l i g h t w i l l then be bluened or reddened depending on whether the mirrors are 
approaching or receeding from us. The r e d - s h i f t i s easily accounted f o r since 
the two doppler effects i . e . mirror moving away from the source and from us, 
adds up to a t o t a l r e d - s h i f t . The b l u e - s h i f t i s impossible however, i f the 
motion of the 'mirrors* are r a d i a l to the nucleus. This can be explained i n the 
following way. Define 'ft to be the angle between the minor axis and the plane of 
the sky (see fi g u r e 7 ) . I f the v e l o c i t y of a mirror at a general point i s V, 
the scattered l i ^ r h t i s reddened. I n order to obtain a b l u e - s h i f t , the v e l o c i t y 
of approach VQ w i l l have to be such that .^>V, but f o r t h i s p a r t i c u l a r case 
implying that Sin^)/M, which i s impossible f o r a r e a l <j> . 
I n order f o r the inequality to hold we must replace expression (4-9) 
with V 0 = V Sin^+ v (4.10) 
so that 
VSm(j> + u~ > V 
or 
yT> \ / C l-STrv^) (4.11) 
i . e . we must introduce a non-radial component of v e l o c i t y i n t o the argument. 
<£> CO 
Q x 
o Q: 
5 
CO 
LU 
\ 
•e-
i 
LU 
or LLI 
CO 
c3 V CO 
or 
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TMs was proposed by Sanders and Balamore (l97l)« 
Recently, Axon and Taylor (1978), using H oc spectral analysis, found two 
v e l o c i t y components w i t h i n the filaments close to the galaxy. They intep r e t t h i s 
as a r i s i n g from an expanding hollow cone of ionized gas created by an explosion 
i n the centre of the galaxy. However, a mechanism to produce t h i s cone has yet 
to be established. 
I t was the idea of Klvius (1972) that accounted f o r the difference i n 
doppler s h i f t s observed. The proposal was that M82 had d r i f t e d i n t o an i n t e r -
galactic cloud of dust and gas. I n t h i s case, the doppler s h i f t controversy 
can be quickly resolved since the mirrors coming towards M82 w i l l be blue-shifted 
while the receeding mirrors w i l l be red-shifted. This model was l a t e r b u i l t upon 
by Solinger (1977). 
4»3» The model of Solinger 
Solinger considered the p o s s i b i l i t y that M82 i s an i n t e r l o p e r . We take 
the analysis of Solinger where he discusses each point of the galaxy i n t u r n . 
a) The nucleus or core of M82 has been studied extensively i n many wavebands. I t 
i s found that the maxima at each frequency range considered do not coincide 
(Bingham 19 76) suggesting that the nucleus i s complex, extended and over-
luminous. 
Infra-red photographs taken near lyAWdisplay several localised i n t e n s i t y 
maxima which was interpreted by Van den Bergh (1971) as being due to very 
luminous associations of very early type stars. They appear i n the i n f r a - r e d 
because the o p t i c a l depth at t h i s wavelength i s less than i n the o p t i c a l . 
Solinger states that no one source dominates i n the wavebands considered, whereas 
an explosion i n the nucleus would imply a single source. 
Solinger argues that the nucleus can be explained by star formation, s t e l l a r 
c o l l i s i o n s , super-novae and s t e l l a r wind i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
b) The main body of the galaxy has a spectrum which i s easily a t t r i b u t e d to 
s t e l l a r spectra. The setting i s of a r o t a t i n g s p i r a l disk, heavily embedded i n 
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obscuring dust which i s net l y i n g with the s p i r a l lanes. 
c) Outside the main disk i s the halo. One of the great problems of the halo are 
the filaments. As pointed out previously, i t i s a natural reaction to assume 
that these filaments are associated with a great catostrophic explosion that 
occurred w i t h i n the nucleus of the galaxy. Solinr-er 1 s explanation of the 
filaments i s based on inhomogeneities w i t h i n the medium i . e . clouds of dust. 
Predictions of the isophotes using randomly placed clouds were obtained by 
Solinger who found reasonable f i t s to the isophotes. The filaments, he says, are 
caused by an effe c t which he c a l l s 'star-spiders 1. He draws the analogy between 
these star-spiders and what i s observed i n a p a r t i a l l y clouded sky when shafts of 
l i g h t pass through while the inner clouds cast shadows. Likewise i n M82, the 
dust clouds w i t h i n the galaxy allow shafts of lis-ht from the disk (emission 
regions and bright stars) to pick out occasional apparent l i n e a r 'filaments' of 
randomly r e f l e c t i n g matter. 
The other puzzling property of the halo i s the colour which tends to get 
bluer as we get fu r t h e r from the disk, whereas one would expect to see a 
reddening e f f e c t . Solinger points out that previously people had been consider-
i n g a point-source s i t u a t i o n of the galaxy. Consider' now the e f f e c t of ' 
introducing a disk. As with a normal s p i r a l the nuclear stars are red while 
those i n the s p i r a l arms are blue. A point observed j u s t above the nucleus w i l l 
receive more red l i g h t than blue l i g h t whereas i f v/e observe f a r enough av/ay from 
the galactic disk the l i g h t received has as much chance of coming from the disk 
as from the nucleus. I n fact there w i l l be even more l i g h t from the edges than 
from the nucleus since, as we s h a l l see l a t e r , the nucleus i s not a p a r t i c u l a r l y 
dominant source. 
4.4- Conclusion of Splinters' model 
Solinger sets out the following picture f o r M82. The core i s a combination 
of very luminous stars, obscuring dust, and perhaps supernovae remnants. The 
filamentary structure i s due to inhomogeneities w i t h i n the halo plus the star-
spider e f f e c t . The dopplor measurements, which show red - s h i f t s i n the North and 
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blue-shifts i n the South can generally be explained by the galaxy d r i f t i n g 
through an i n t e r g a l a c t i c cloud or vice versa. Note that i n either case the 
r e l a t i v e motion i s f o r the galaxy to be moving southwards with respect to the 
cloud. The apparent increase i n blue of the halo l i g h t i s a t t r i b u t e d to the 
mixture of l i g h t from the disk (blue) and the nucleus (re d ) , the amounts 
depending on the position of the point observed. 
Solinger suggests that M82 entered as a small s p i r a l galaxy i n t o the M8l 
groun some 10 years ago, and encountered a gas cloud. The i n t e r n a l gas of 
M82 was shocked around the periphery of the disk producing usual K I I regions. 
Accretion i n the core caused a b r i e f period of extra luminous star formation. 
These stars produced considerable dust which was expelled i n t o the main body cf 
the galaxy, seen now as a vast dust domain. 
4o5- Radio measurements of the extra galactic dust cloud 
Measurements by Roberts (1972) had shown the possible existence of a H I 
bridge between M8l and M82 and also towards the other i r r e g u l a r I I companion 
NGC 3077. An i n t e r e s t i n g survey was completed by Weliache-.v and Gottesman (1977). 
Using a 4 4 resolution (as opposed to the 10 beam by Roberts), they found a large 
scale lumpy envelope of gas extending from M8l and encompassing M82 i t s e l f . An 
in t e r e s t i n g feature was that the v e l o c i t y gradient increases f o r Sooth to North 
(M8l l i e s south of M82), 'Veliachew and Gottesman interpreted the f i n d i n g as an 
encounter between M8l and M82 many years ago, from which M82, following a hyper-
bol i c o r b i t , proceeded to 'drag out' material from M8l. As a r e s u l t , the gaseous 
material i s f a l l i n g i n t o 1182. I t was also found that as much as 10% of the 
matter seems to be associated with M82 i t s e l f . 
More recently, C o t r e l l (1977) made measurements using 2 x 2.1 resolution. 
He arrives at the same results as Weliachew et. a l . An estimate of some 
1.8 x 10 years i s put on the occurrence of the i n t e r a c t i o n . The v e l o c i t y 
f i e l d above and below the disk of M82 i s interpreted as r o t a t i o n of the gas about 
the major axis. He also argues that the gas i s bound to the dynamics of the 
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f i laments which he says ' . . . a r e x^illed wi th charged dust p a r t i c l e s and plasma 
frozen together by magnetic f i e l d s . . . ' Radiation pressure from the i n f r a - r e d 
source w i l l be transmitted to the plasma by the dust and a ' ho l e 1 i n the H I 
d i s t r i b u t i o n w i l l develop. This fo l lows an idea put forward by Hargrave (1974). 
C o t r e l l ' s analysis i s as f o l l o w s . Consider a gra in si tuated a distance Z above 
the disk, the gra in radius being represented by a. The r ad i a t i on pressure i t 
receives w i l l be 
where Qpr i s the rad ia t ion pressure e f f i c i e n c y of the g ra in , L i s the luminosi ty 
from the galaxy. The g r a v i t a t i o n a l force i t receives w i l l be 
F « (4.13) 
where m^ i s the mass of the gra in and M i s the mass o f the galaxy. We denote 
the r a t i o Pr/P b y ^ . Then 
where i t i s assumed that Qpr ~ 1 
I f i p | , the r ad i a t i on pressure dominates and the gra in i s forced away, v/hersas 
i f 1j<l the grain i s g rav i t a t iona l ! / / a t t rac ted towards the centre. I t must be 
remembered that t h i s i s the case f o r a point source, whereas i n the case of M82 
we have a disk which w i l l t o t a l l y a l t e r the g r a v i t a t i o n a l p o t e n t i a l f i e l d . I n 
app]ying t h i s , C o t r e l l assumed that the dominant par t was the i n f r a - r e d source of 
the nucleus. He took M = lo'°M® and L , ^ = 2 x 10*^ .7 (Harper and Low 1973). 
He found that f o r Z ~ 4 Kpc (240 arc seconds) the r ad i a t i on pressure dominates 
( the change i s due to the v a r i a t i o n o f ( M / L ) , ^ w i t h distance. I n the nuclear 
regions ( M / L ) ( £ ~ 0.001 whereas f o r Z = 4 Kpc, ( M / L ) ^ ~ 0 .2 ) . The value of 
" l b / 
mcj (~10 Kg), was calculated using a spec i f i c density of about one (correspond-
i n g to ice) and a = 0.3 /^Uw. I n the B band of the U - B - V system (A = 0.4^.4*0 
such a value of a w i l l give x( =2Jjo) <~ 4.2 . This c l ea r ly means that the p a r t i c l e 
chosen h° re l i e i n the Mie sca t te r ing domain which contradicts the observed 
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apparent f la tness of the p o l a r i s a t i o n . The upper l i m i t required f o r the p a r t -
i c l e s to be i n the Rayleigh domain i s approximately x * * l g i v i n g a 0.07^»/»v\ an 
obvious f ac to r of 4^2 d i f f e r e n t . Within the nuclear regions, C o t r e l l f i n d s l j ~ 20 
implying the r ad ia t ion dominates. I n se t t ing the Rayleigh r e s t r i c t e d value f o r 
a, i t i s found that *|<vl-l implying that r ad ia t ion pressure i s noli so dominant. 
C lea r ly the point o f inversion of the two competing forces w i l l not l i e at 
Z ^ 4 K p c 
From the data i t would seem reasonable to say that E lv ius ' suggestion o f 
M82 immersed i n an i n t e rga l ac t i o cloud seems the more probable. Radio astrono-
mers found v e l o c i t i e s that suggest i t to be bound, whereas Solinger says that i t 
i s not since i t i s moving some one and a h a l f times fas t e r than the Keplerian 
o r b i t a l v e l o c i t y associated w i t h binding to M8l . Whether the galaxy i s t i d a l l y 
bound to M8l i s not i n question here, the important poin t i s tha t i t i s possible 
to predic t the po la r i sa t ion and i n t e n s i t y i n M82. This i s discussed i n the next 
chapter. 
CHAIT'ffi 5 
A dust, sca t te r ing model of M82 
Solinger (1975) using the idea of E lv ius that M82 has encountered a 
dust cloud and the polar isa t ions arise from the sca t t e r ing of galact ic l i g h t 
by t h i s dust cloud produced a model to explain the o r i en t a t i on of the 
po la r i sa t ions , t h i s model gives i n s igh t i n to the luminous structure of the 
galaxy. This chapter describes Sol inger 1 s model and more recent var iants 
o f i t Find then describes my model tha.t predicts both the o r i en ta t ion and 
degree of po l a r i s a t i on . 
5.1 The Sol in?er (1975) Model 
The o p t i c a l po la r i sa t ion maps of M82 show a centre-symmetric pat tern 
centred cn the nuclear region o f M82. I f the pattern i s pe r fec t ly centro-
symmetric t h i s indicates the source of i l l u m i n a t i o n i s poin t l i k e , any 
deviat ion from centro-symmetry would indicate an extended source. Solingors ' 
model assumes that the source i s a combination of a disk seen edre on and a 
point nucleus. He assumed that the disk luminosity f a l l s o f f as exp(-kr) 
v/here the f a l l o f f parameter k i s a model parameter. The r a t i o (R) of t o t a l 
disk luminosity (L^) to the nucleus luminosi ty (l.w) i s another model, paramete 
along wi th the pos i t ion of the nucleus (more precise ly , the o p t i c a l cent re) . 
The only other model parameter i s the o r i en ta t ion o f the disk, on the sky, 
t h i s be ca l led ^ . With t h i s geometrical arrangement o f the luminous sources 
Solinger was able to predic t the o r i en t a t i on of the po la r i s a t ion at various 
points i n the halo of M82. Using a minimum chi-squared tes t Vie optimised 
h i s predic t ions to f i t the observations (those of E l v i u s , (1963) and. Sand age 
and Visvanathan, (].97<-)) • This rode] assumed P.n.y J oigh sca t te r ing rod r:o 
that the sca t te r ing too): p.1 r.ce i n the p i cine of the sky, these assumptions 
obviously moke i t unrc.son.iblo to predic t the degree of p o l a r i s a t i o n . 
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V/hen the Durham map o f M8? became available (wi th 3000 points measured 
rather than the 60 used by Solinger) P a l l i s t e r (1976) ran the Soilinger model 
on t h i s new data. The per t inent model parameters o f Solinger and P a l l i s t e r 
are compared below 
Parameter Solinger P a l l i s t e r 
k" ' (Kpc) 1 0.5 
R 0.05 0.05 
The Solinger and P a l l i s t e r parameters agreed we l l except f o r k , the 
disk luminosity f a l l o f f parameters. 
The model I describe la te i n t h i s chapter uses the luminosity geometry 
o f the Solinger model but includes i n t eg ra t ion along the l i n e of s ight and 
r e a l i s t i c dust density d i s t r i b u t i o n s . Before describing my model I w i l l 
review var iants on the Solinger model used by other workers i n the l j . s t two 
years. 
5.2 Previous models o f ¥82 
An attempt to p red ic t the po la r i sa t ion and i n t e n s i t y of the halo was 
made by Schmidt e t . a l . (1976). I n t h e i r model they used Solingers ga lac t ic 
parameters. The c y l i n d r i c a l disk was embedded i n a c y l i n d r i c a l dust cloud of 
radius 200 arc seconds, which appears to be the v i s i b l e extent of the d i sk . 
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The scatterers were Rayleigh type, and the cloud had a constant dust densi ty . 
Using t h e i r own data which was obtained photographically, they obtained traces 
o f the i n t ens i t y o f po l a r i s a t i on along the minor ax is . This data was i n i t i a l l y 
normalised to E lv iu s ' data. The predicted i n t e n s i t y had a much slower f a l l - o f f 
ra te than ac tua l ly observed, and t h e i r r e s u l t i n g percentage po la r i sa t ion showed 
i t s e l f to be a f ac to r o f two higher than observed. Overa l l , the t h e o r e t i c a l 
predic t ions were not very impressive. 
I n t h e i r model, an o p t i c a l l y t h i n halo was assumed (see page 45) and by a 
simple analysis, an estimate of the dust density was obtained. Denoting the 
observed i n t e n s i t y by l ( z ) , the dust dens i ty^©(z ) , and the predicted i n t e n s i t y 
f o r a uniform dust density denoted by I H ( z ) , where z i s the distance along the 
minor axis from the nucleus. They concluded the f o l l o w i n g re la t ionsh ip 
ICa)<< f t e ) . I^Cz) (5.D 
(They predicted two cases, one wi th a uniform disk and another using Solingers 
value of k. I n both cases very l i t t l e v a r i a t i o n occurred i n the predicted 
i n t e n s i t i e s . ) The r e l a t ionsh ip noted f o r the observed i n t e n s i t y was 
l e a - ; * t ~ * T ( 5 - 2 ) 
whereas i t was found tha t 
They concluded that 
f > C & ) « C 2r" a ' ° (5.4) 
Note tha t by making the dust density a f unc t i on of z on ly , i t avoids i n t eg ra t i on 
along the l i n e o f s igh t . 
The model predic t ions show anomolous e f f e c t s however. I n p a r t i c u l a r t h e i r 
- I « 
predic t ionn using k = .lKpc shows a minimiun po l a r i s a t i on f o r z^JO , and then the 
t rend i s f o r . t h e po l a r i s a t i on to increase to 100j& as we go towards the o r i g i n . 
I n t h i s case they point out that f o r small z the ;rolarisati.o2i i s dominated by 
the point source ( i . e . the nucleus), but even f o r a poin t source the trend should 
be f o r the po] ari s^+i on to (*<=«-:mry3 f o r sm.-vHcr z, f.nd i t i s physically imposs-ibls 
to pchieve 100?;' po l a r i s a t i on f o r z - 0. 
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The model i s not accurate then f o r small z, t h i s i s probably due to the f a c t 
that only th i r t een scatterers were taken along the l i n e of s igh t , and although 
we are not in teres ted i n regions wi th z $ 3 0 ( t h i s i s because the o p t i c a l depth 
has increjEed to a s i g n i f i c a n t amount, and also the nucleus has a f i n i t e width 
which nuy be quite considerable) i t i s impossible to say where predic t ions do 
become accurate. 
As stated previously , the predicted po la r i s a t i on from t h i s model was t o o ' 
h igh . Abadi e t . a l . (1977) rea l i sed tha t t h i s was a major d i f f i c u l t y w i t h the 
Schmidt model. They attempted to reduce the po la r i sa t ion by using non-spherical 
Rayleigh grains. These have the e f f e c t o f depolar is ing the l i g h t even f u r t h e r 
(see page26). The model adopted f o r M82 was a po in t source, representing the 
galaxy, which has d r i f t e d i n to an i n t e r g a l a c t i c cloud which has a depth o f 16 Kpc. 
The e f f e c t of the depolar isat ion mechanism i s s i g n i f i c a n t . I t i s known f o r 
example, that the minimum po la r i sa t ion produced by Rayleigh sca t te r ing through a 
l i n e of s ight i s 33?6 whereas Abadis' conf igura t ion reduces the po la r i s a t i on to 
20$ a l b e i t a point source. However, the e f f e c t of the point source was to produce 
a f a r too high p o l a r i s a t i o n and the predic t ions were no be t te r than those obtained 
previously by Schmidt. They concluded that the scat terers are needle l i k e 
me ta l l i c grains, probably graphite. I n f r a - r e d observations could determine t h i s 
p o i n t . 
5.3 The present model 
The model proposed here consists of a disk and a nucleus surrounded by an 
i n t e r g a l a c t i c dust cloud. The disk i n t e n s i t y goes as I o C exp(-kr f t ) where 
P a l l i s t e r s 1 value o f k i s used. I n addi t ion to the i n t e r g a l a c t i c cloud, we have 
introduced dust which i s assumed to be i n t r i n s i c to the galaxy. A f u l l descrip-
t i o n of each point of the model i s given below. 
5.4 The formulat ion 
Bas ica l ly , the problem i s to calculate the three Stokes parameters (see 
chapter l ) along the l i n e of s igh t . 
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This i s achieved by considering the d i sk as small elements o f l i g h t i l l u m i n a t i n g 
one point along the l i r e of s ight (see f i g u r e 8) , the Stokes parameters are 
then calcula ted. This r-ontinues u n t i l a l l points along the l i n e o f s ight have 
been considered, and the respective Stoke?? parnm^tors. are then s^nmed to give 
the f i n a l Stokes parameters. I t i s obvious that f o r l i g h t emulating from the 
d isk , the associated Stokes parameters wi!P be i n the form of t r i p l e i n t eg ra l s 
whereas those from the nucleus are j u s t s ingle i n t eg ra l s . The equations con- ' 
nec t ing the Stokes parameters are given on the opposing page. 
Here A i s a constant depending on the propert ies of the grain (see Appendix 
A f o r f u l l ana lys is ) . 
The in tegra t ions were preformed employing Simpsons' r u l e . Since they are 
t r i p l e i n t e g r a l s , an in t eg ra t ion rout ine would take up too much computing time.. 
4. 
The step lengths were halved u n t i l the change i n predict ions were 1 part i n 10 . 
The l i n e o f s ight was chosen so that any f u r t h e r increase i n the depth would 
not a f f e c t the r e su l t s . I t was found that by varying the luminosi ty r a t i o 
parameter, R, very l i t t l e change occurred i n the r e su l t s , apart from the regions 
where z ^ 20 , and as already stated, these regions do not concern us. The 
c r i t i c a l f a c t o r was k. By varying k dramatic changes i n the predicted po la r -
i s a t i o n occurred (see f i g u r e 9)- Care has to be taken i n the step length used 
i n the d isk . I f k i s l a rge , the i n t e n s i t y f a l l s o f f dramat ical ly , consequently 
i f the step length , i s too large then the in teg ra t ion w i l l 'miss-out ' the 
f a l l - o f f completely, and assume a f a i r l y uniform disk . This was inves t iga ted 
f o r the chosen k and a safe step length was duly established. 
5.5 The dust density 
Having established the various ga lac t i c parameters and assured the accuracy 
w i t h i n the pred ic t ions , we must now tu rn our a t ten t ion to the form o f the dust 
densi ty. Since we are dealing wi th an i n t e r g a l a c t i c gas cloud, an i n f i n i t e 
depth i n the in teg ra t ion along the l i n e o f s ight i s used. 
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i f f r ' 
2 n D(Z) ( 1+ (X-rDCos0 ) ) exp (-kr D) ljj drnd0d 
R2 R2 
n D(Z) (Z 2-(Y-r DSin0) 2)exp(-kr D)r Ddr Dd0dx 
R* 
o 0 
n D(Z)2Z(Y-rnSin0)exp(-kr D)r Ddr Dd0dx 
0 
are Stokes parameters produced by the disk, and 
*< 
n D(Z) (1+ X 1 ) dx 
R R 
n D(Z) Z2-Y2 dx 
R* 
n D(Z) 2JZ dx 
R 4 
are Stokes parameters produced by the nucleus, 
B being a constant 
where R2 = (X-r DCos0) 2+(Y-r DSin0) 2+Z 2 
'2 2 2 2 R =X+Y +Z* 
and n D(Z)=n (l+a/Z n) 
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This i s tantamount to using a depth of 2000 arc seconds. 
The dust must be considered i n two parts . F i r s t l y , we have the i n t e r -
ga lac t ic dust density (denoted by n e ) and the dust v/hich i s i n t r i n s i c to the 
galaxy, denoted by n^ . Both types of dust are considered as Rayleigh scattere 
and by Weliachews' data, n c i s assumed constant (see f i g u r e 10) . This assumed 
because i n most observations taken i n our galaxy, the dust to gas r a t i o i s 
constant. Only the ga lac t ic dust n^ i s given v a r i a b i l i t y . We have assumed 
n<j to be a func t ion o f z only, and indeed i n our galaxy i t i s the case. By 
making ncj a func t ion of z i t makes computations easier because none of the 
in tegra t ions depend on z. 
Consider now the dust density. I t was assumed that the i n t r i n s i c dust 
extended to the region of the galaxy (the radius was taken to be 200 arc 
seconds) , therefore when sca t te r ing from the i n t e r g a l a c t i c cloud, we consider 
only n c , but when sca t te r ing from regions 'above' the galaxy ( i . e . | x | $ 200) we 
consider n t and ncj (see f i g u r e 11). 
The form of the dust density was taken as 
(5.5) 
where n^, denotes t o t a l dust density. 
Assume that 
(5.6) 
where n ^ (o) i s the dust density i n the plane of the galaxy (obviously by 
p u t t i n g z = o we have a s i n g u l a r i t y , so we put z = 1, v/hich to alii i n t en t s and 
purposes, i s i n the plane) . 
So f o r |x |< 200 
(5.7) 
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Fron now on v/e put d= n ^ f o j / f v . We have therefore established two parameters, o£ 
and n. These two parameters alone determine the nh°re of the polar ised in t ens i ty 
p lo t s ( assuring galact ic parameters f i x e d ) . I f we have a Isrr-e valuo of n ar.dOc', 
the p l o t of polarised i n t ec s i t y against distance w i l l have a p e r s i s t i n g large 
gradient . By »"?king the value of pC lesr;, the e f f e c t of z dependence w i l l r ap id ly 
deoro^-se and so on. 
.5.6 The s q l o c t ^ r and f i t t i n g of data 
I n a l l , twelve traces were taken, s ix o f i n t ens i t y and s ix of polar i sed 
i n t e n s i t y , polar ised i n t ens i t y was used since the t o t a l i n t ens i t y may be con-
taminated (e .g . halo s tars , i n t r i n s i c l i g h t ) . The traces were taken through 
the o p t i c a l centre and eighty arc seconds wither side, top and bottom, 
perpendicular to the plane of the ga lac t ic disk. Since the polar ised i n t e n s i t y 
depends only on the scat terers , t heo re t i ca l predic t ions of polarised i n t e n s i t y 
were made, (see f igu res 13-2/}). 
I t i s noted that the data i s measured i n a r b i t r a r y u n i t s . Likewise, the 
predicted values are also i n a r b i t r a r y u n i t s . These must be normalised to '." 
the observed values since the shapes are congruent. I t should be s u f f i c i e n t 
to normalise a l l the predict ions to one value of the data. I f we l e t the 
observed value to be P 0 and the t heo re t i ca l value be P T , then since we p l o t 
on a logari thmic scale we can wr i te 
J o ^ o f U l o $ ^ r fe (5.8) 
i t . 
( f o r z = z where z i s the point of normalisation) i . e . we merely raise the 
t h e o r e t i c a l curve up u n t i l the two curves coincide. Equation (5-8) may be 
w r i t t e n as 
^ o C ? i / P T ) r fe. (5.9) 
Here k i s the conversion f ac to r . 
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Once k has been e s t a b l i s h e d i t s h o u l d be u s e d f o r a l l t h e d a t a , i n c l u d i n g 
t h e i n t e n s i t y i . e . 
f o r a l l z . T h i s was a t t e m p t e d and i t was n o t e d t h a t t h e i n t e n s i t y d i d n o t f i t 
t h e o b s e r v e d i n t e n s i t y w h o l l y . I f t h e m o d e l i s c o r r e c t , t h e p r e d i c t e d i n t e n s i t y , 
a f t e r c o n v e r s i o n , s h o u l d n e v e r be g r e a t e r t h a n t h e o b s e r v e d i n t e n s i t y b u t i t i s 
a c c e p t a b l e t h a t t h e p r e d i c t e d v a l u e s be l e s s t h a n t h e o b s e r v e d v a l u e s . The l a t t e r 
was i n d e e d t h e c a s e . 
When we use t h e p o l a r i s e d i n t e n s i t y , i t i s n o t e d t h a t i t depends s o l e l y o n 
t h e s c a t t e r e r s i . e . we o b s e r v e t h e p o l a r i s e d s c a t t e r e d l i g h t . When o b s e r v i n g t h e 
i n t e n s i t y however-, i t may be c o n t a m i n a t e d and so we p r e d i c t t h e i n t e n s i t y o f t h e 
s c a t t e r e d l i g h t a l o n e . We see f r o m t h i s why i t i s a c c e p t a b l e f o r t h e p r e d i c t e d 
i n t e n s i t y t o be l e s s t h a n t h e o b s e r v e d . 
The mos t o b v i o u s e x p l a n a t i o n f o r t h i s ' m i s s i n g i n t e n s i t y * w o u l d be c o n -
t a m i n a t i o n f r o m h a l o s t a r s . I f t h i s i s t h e case one w o u l d e x p e c t t h e p r e d i c t e d 
and o b s e r v e d i n t e n s i t i e s t o c o i n c i d e f o r l a r g e v a l u e s o f z s i n c e t h e h a l o s t a r s 
i n t h e o u t e r r e g i o n w i l l be s p a r s e . The f o l l o w i n g a n a l y s i s shows us t h a t t h e 
h a l o s t a r d e n s i t y i s a c c e p t a b l e . 
5.7 P l a u s a b i l i t y f o r h a l o s t a r s 
I f h a l o s t a r s a r e t h e cause f o r t h e c o n t a m i n a t i o n t h e n i t w o u l d seem l i k e l y 
t h a t away f r o m t h e g a l a c t i c d i s k , t h e t h e o r e t i c a l and o b s e r v e d i n t e n s i t i e s s h o u l d 
c o i n c i d e . T h i s i s because t h e h a l o s t a r s , as o b s e r v e d i n t h e o t h e r g a l a x i e s , 
become l e s s f r e q u e n t as we go f u r t h e r f r o m t h e d i s k . We f i r s t d e f i n e t h e symbo l s 
10*. i , « l "3 10 to (5.10) 
L i n e o f s i g h t 
L u m i n o s i t y o f g a l a c t i c d i s k L-0 
L u m i n o s i t y o f i n d i v i d u a l s t a r s u 
Number o f s t a r s p e r u n i t vo lume i n d i s k 
Number o f s t a r s p e r u n i t vo lume i n h a l o n 
A; 
D u s t d e n s i t y " O 
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O p t i c a l d e p t h o f s c a t t e r i n g = 1 j 
O p t i c a l d e p t h o f e x t i n c t i o n = *Tc 
E f f e c t i v e c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l a r e a o f s c a t t e r i n g = Csca 
E f f e c t i v e c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l a r e a o f e x t i n c t i o n = C e x t 
( N o t e : Csca = TTflt^Qsca and C e x t = HV^qex t where a i s t h e r a d i u s o f t h e 
s c a t t e r e r s ) . N o t e t h e a s s u m p t i o n o f c o n s t a n t l u m i n o s i t y o f t h e d i s k . 
Assume t h a t l i g h t f r o m t h e g a l a x y r e a c h e s a p o i n t P i n t h e h a l o ; • " ' .... " ) 
a l o n g t h e l i n e o f s i g h t . The i n t e n s i t y o f t h e l i g h t i s a p p r o x i m a t e l y g i v e n by 
I = _U (5.11) 
The i n t e n s i t y o f l i g h t s c a t t e r e d f r o m p o i n t P i s 
SI 5 = J-pnpCs&A, (5.12) 
The t o t a l l i g h t s c a t t e r e d a l o n g t h e l i n e o f s i g h t i s 
I s « U> r\p Csca. . (5.13) 
B u t 
so t h a t (5.13) becomes 
J& = .UTj (5.14) 
Now t h e t o t a l i n t e n s i t y r e c e i v e d f r o m h a l o s t a r s a l o n g t h e l i n e o f s i g h t i s 
I f 1*. i s s m a l l , w h i c h i s a r e a s o n a b l e a s s u m p t i o n , t h e n 
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so t h a t (5.15) becomes 
I * . ( f l^Uj ( x - T v c ) (5.16) 
L e t Po be t h e o b s e r v e d p o l a r i s a t i o n and P ^ t h e t h e o r e t i c a l p o l a r i s a t i o n . 
S i n c e t h e p o l a r i s e d i n t e n s i t i e s a r e t h e same. 
Pr - Ts-r T* = it Xfr ( 5 < 1 7) 
Is 
I f we l e t t h e r a t i o have an u p p e r l i m i t o f two ( a s o b s e r v e d f r o m t h e d a t a ) , 
t h e n 
= 4fTcV» U **S> ? C(_r_^ (5.18) 
Now 
and 
Ts » A ^ i l A . 9 * ^ sea S o 
(5.19) 
I f we f u r t h e r assume t h a t t h e s c a t t e r e r s a r e o f R a y l e i g h s i z e we c a n s u b s t i t u t e 
v a l u e s i n t o e q u a t i o n s (5*19) t a k e n f r o m W i c k r a m a s i n g h e (1973). 
We p u t 
a = 0.01 
Q e x t = 10" 
L ytwn 
Qsca = 10"1*" 
*&o = 7 x 10 5 pc 
3 
( H e r e v/e have u s e d t h e s c a l e one m i n u t e o f a r c e q u a l s 10 pc f o r M82) 
Now, t h e c o n d i t i o n o f vc^( i m p l i e s 
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and so , 0 
He * 5* 10 en'* 
Now e q u a t i o n (5.18) c an be r e - w r i t t e n as 
L* Ts (5.21) 
I f we l e t t h e r a d i u s o f t h e g a l a c t i c d i s k be t h e n i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
L» ^ 7I^Ln* U - t (5.22) 
•where 1 i s t h e w i d t h o f t h e g a l a c t i c d i s k . S u b s t i t u t i n g i n t o e q u a t i o n (5.21), 
and a s s u m i n g Tt I 
U s i n g t h e v a l u e s o f Qsca and a, we f i n d 
6*ioGni> (5.24) 
I f we s u b s t i t u t e i n t o e q u a t i o n (5 . 24 ) t h e v a l u e o f n 0 f o u n d p r e v i o u s l y i . e . 
n D i ID"1' t h e n ( 5 . 24 ) becomes 
Ts e 4^10"^ 
8 1 1 3 lobsters p c " 3 a t z = 60" 
Our g a l a x y , a t an e q u i v a l e n t d i s t a n c e o f 60 a r c s e c o n d s , has n £ *- 5 x 10*" ^  
so t h e v a l u e o f h a l o s t a r d e n s i t y f o r M82 i s c o m p a r a b l e w i t h t h a t o f o u r own 
g a l a x y . I t must be remembered t h a t t h e v a l u e s f o u n d a r e u p p e r l i m i t s . 
To summar i s e , t h e a n a l y s i s t h a t we have shown i s t h a t t h e p r e s e n t m o d e l 
can be f i t t e d t o t h e p o l a r i s e d i n t e n s i t y b u t n o t t o t a l l y t o t h e i n t e n s i t y . I t 
i s n o t e d t h a t t h e p r e d i c t e d i n t e n s i t y i s l e s s t h a n t h a t o b s e r v e d and so i n s e a r c h 
o f c o n t a m i n a t i o n , i t i s f e a s a b l e t o say t h a t t h e m i s s i n g l i g h t comes f r o m h a l o 
s t a r s and t h e h a l o s t a r d e n s i t y i s i n o r d e r w i t h t h e o b s e r v e d h a l o s t a r d e n s i t y 
i n o u r own g a l a x y . V/e p r o c e e d t h e r e f o r e on t h e b a s i s o f t h i s mode l and i n t h e 
n e x t c h a p t e r show t h e r e s u l t s and i m p l i c a t i o n s o f t h e m o d e l . 
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CHAPTER 6 
R e s u l t s f r o m t h e M82 m o d e l 
I n t h e p r e v i o u s c h a p t e r we saw t h a t d u s t d e n s i t y was i n t r o d u c e d o f t h e 
f o r m 
r\Csr)oc Ci+ ) ( 6 # 1 ) 
We t h e n have two p a r a m e t e r s , oi. and n . Here vC i s t h e r a t i o o f d u s t i n t h e 
p l a n e o f t h e g a l a x y ( n ^ j ( o ) ) t o d u s t i n t h e i n t e r g a l a c t i c c l o u d ( n ^ ) i . e . 
*=*V°)/flc ( 6* 2 ) 
The p a r a m e t e r n , d e t e r m i n e s t h e f a l l - o f f o f t h e d u s t w h i c h i s i n t r i n s i c t o t h e 
g a l a x y . 
6.1 The r e s u l t s 
As m e n t i o n e d p r e v i o u s l y , t w e l v e t r a c e s were t a k e n . S i x o f p o l a r i s e d 
i n t e n s i t y and s i x o f i n t e n s i t y . These were t a k e n t h r o u g h t h e c e n t r e and a t 
80 s econds o f a r c e i t h e r s i d e o f t h e c e n t r e . 
V a r i o u s v a l u e s o f *C and n were t r i e d u n t i l a c c e p t a b l e f i t s were o b t a i n e d . 
The r e s u l t s a r e shown i n f i g u r e s (13-24) a summary i s g i v e n b e l o w i n 
T a b l e 1 
P o s i t i o n o f t r a c e OC n 
+ 80" TOP 2.0 
CENTRE TOP 10* 2.0 
- 80" TOP 10 * 2.0 
+80" BOTTOM 10 3 2.0 
CENTRE BOTTOM 10 3 2.0 
- 80" BOTTOM 3 x 103 2.0 
TABIJE 1 
L e t u s now d i s c u s s t h e r e s u l t s . I n a l l p o s i t i o n s , t h e v a l u e o f n was 
f o u n d t o be t w o , t h i s i s i n agreement w i t h S c h m i d t and A n g e l ( c f . p a g e 5 £ > ) . 
The d u s t r a t i o p a r a m e t e r of. , i s more i n t e r e s t i n g . 
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Prom t a b l e 1 i t i s n o t e d t h a t «, has l a r g e r v a l u e s f o r t h e n o r t h o f t h e g a l a x y 
t h a n f o r t h e s o u t h , t h e d i f f e r e n c e b e i n g o f t h e o r d e r o f t e n . I f t h e d r i f t i n g 
d u s t c l o u d mode l i s c o r r e c t , t h e n i t may be p o s s i b l e f o r t h e m a t e r i a l f r o m 
t h e d u s t c l o u d t o be • s w e p t - u r 1 by t h e g a l a x y . I t i s a l s o n o t e d t h a t t h e 
r e l a t i v e n v ^ r o - o f +hs sys tem irr r ' ^ h t b z + t h e g a l a x y i s d r i f t i n g i n t h e 
s o u t h w a r d s d i r e c t i o n where t h e l a r g e r v a l u e s o f ot a r e f o u n d . 
6.2 The ^as t o ri^st r a t i o 
F o l l o w i n g t h e measurements o f W e l i a c h e w (197?) we a r e a b l e t o make an 
a p p r o x i m a t i o n t o t h e d u s t d e n s i t y i n t h e i n t e r g a l a c t i c c l o u d and t h e d u s t 
b e l o n g i n g t o M82. 
L e t t h e c o l u m n d e n s i t y o f h y d r o g e n be n ^ and t h e c o l u m n o f d u s t be n ' j , . 
F o r o u r g a l a x y 
A; • (6.3) 
F i g u r e (10 ) shows t h e v a r i a t i o n o f c o l u m n d e n s i t y o f h y d r o g e n a l o n g t h e m i n o r 
2.1 a. 
a x i s o f M82. W e l i a c h e w f i n d s a maximum v a l u e o f 2 x 10 a toms cm a n d a 
min imum v a l u e o f 9 x 10 a toms cm" . We w i l l use t h e minimum v a l u e s i n c e we 
have t o be f a r away f r o m t h e g a l a x y i n o r d e r t h a t no c o n t a m i n a t i o n i s p r e s e n t 
f r o m t h e i n t r i n s i c h y d r o g e n o f M82. We assume t h a t t h e gas t o d u s t r a t i o o f 
t h e i n t e r g a l a c t i c c l o u d i s t h e same as t h a t i n o u r g a l a x y . The e x t e n t o f t h e 
c l o u d i s a b o u t 30 a r c m i n u t e s and we assume t h i s t o be t h e d e p t h a l s o . 
The v a l u e f o r t h e ave rage d u s t d e n s i t y becomes 
<V\D>= 1-3 yJO-'^ oT-* (6.4) 
We now use t h e v a l u e s o f f o u n d p r e v i o u s l y f r o m t h e m o d e l . T h i s means t h a t 
t h e d u s t d e n s i t y j i i s t above t h e p l a n e o f t h e g a l a x y becomes 
Y\b ~ |0~"- | 0 " , X C M ' 3 (6.5) 
T h i s can be compared w i t h t h e v a l u e o f t h e d u s t d e n s i t y f o r o u r own g a l a x y 
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which i s i n good agreement with the predicted value f o r M82. 
6.3 Resume and conclusions 
We have seen from the l a s t two chapters the b u i l d up to our model of M82. 
From the polarisation pattern of M82 we have certain parameters of the disk. 
We have seen which parameters are more sensitive i n making the comparison 
between the model and observations. Since there are so many parameters i n v o l -
ved, i t i s important to have as much data to work from as possible since a 
s l i g h t error i n one could affect the f i n a l r e s u l t s . 
Prom the parameters and the d r i f t i n g cloud hypothesis of Solinger, a 
model has been b u i l t up using an enormous i n t e r g a l a c t i c cloud i n which M82 has 
d r i f t e d . Many tests have been carried out to ensure the numerical accuracy 
and a l l conceivable p o s s i b i l i t i e s have been considered that might a f f e c t the 
model. Two dust densities have been employed, one a constant parameter f o r 
the i n t e r g a l a c t i c cloud and the other, a varying density i n t r i n s i c to the 
galaxy. I t can be seen from the data of Weliachew that a constant dust density 
f o r the i n t e r g a l a c t i c cloud i s a s u f f i c i e n t approximation i f we assume a 
constant gas to dust r a t i o . The polarised i n t e n s i t y was f i t t e d and the pre-
dicted i n t e n s i t y was seen to be lower than the observed. This 'missing 
i n t e n s i t y 1 was recovered from halo stars which, a f t e r analysis, appear to be 
about i n order of the density of halo stars i n our galaxy. 
From the f i t s the dnst density power law was found and values of the 
r a t i o of the two grain densities obtained. Working from Weliachews measure-
ments, actual values of the two dust densities were made. I n t o t a l , the 
values found f o ^ the h?.lo stars and tho dust density of M82 point to t h i s 
galaxy being similar to that of our own. Explosions occurring i n the centre 
of M82 w i l l not greatly affect the scatt e r i n g model. There i s perhaps one 
approximation, made to the model and that i s that the model assumes Rayleigh 
type grains i n the halo of M82. 
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I f the grains were of Mie type, the sc a t t f i r i n s f o r n r i l a t i o n would not be correct 
f o r points near the galaxy. This problem could be resolved by taking polar-
i s a t i o n measurements at varying wavelengths, both near and f a r from the galaxy. 
I f the grains of M82 are Mie type, the po l a r i s a t i o n against wavelength measure-
ments w i l l show v a r i a t i o n , whereas measurements f a r away from the galaxy 
should show no v a r i a t i o n with wavelength. Measurements of pola r i s a t i o n against 
wavelength i s a very handy lever and we w i l l be discussing i t s possible 
p o t e n t i a l i n the next chapter. 
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CHAPTKR 7 
DUST SCATTERING MODELS OP NEBULAE 
I n the previous chapter we postulated that the scatterers i n M82 were 
of Rayleigh type. We have also seen i n chapter three that i n t e r s t e l l a r matter 
w i l l probably p a r t i a l l y be made up of grains i n the Mie domain (x l ) . 
I t i s evident that most nebulae w i l l contain grains. This was shown by 
Schiffer and Mathis f o r the Orion nebula (1974). Polarisation measurements 
of the Orion nebula by P a l l i s t e r et. a l . (1977) indicated Mie type grains. 
I t i s usually easy to d i f f e r e n t i a t e between the two types of grain since as 
the grain size approaches the Mie l i m i t , the percentage polarisation drops 
dramatically f o r a given geometry. However, the Mie formulation i s i n no 
way easy. When dealing with Mie grains many parameters are introduced. I n 
t h i s chapter we look at the problems involved i n modelling nebulae containing 
Mie p a r t i c l e s . 
7.1 The formulation 
The model used here w i l l be a simple o p t i c a l l y t h i n spherical r e f l e c t i n g 
nebula, the star being placed i n the centre of the nebula (see figure25 ) . We 
have seen i n chapter two the quantities required f o r the evaluation of the 
state of polarisation of the scattered l i g h t . The quantities required are the 
scattering functions ( f t , x ) . Since they are functions of x as well as % , 
a grain size d i s t r i b u t i o n i s required. These functions must be weighted over 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n . Thus i f n(x) represents the d i s t r i b u t i o n and N the t o t a l 
number of p a r t i c l e s per u n i t volume then we can define the 'weighted* scatter-
i n g functions Ft' (0) such that 
where 
00 
7.1 
M i nU) d'ye.. 
i 
i n 
CD 
V 
UJ 
on 
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The pc-cr-ita;^ polr.rj *-ation of t.ho scattered l i g h t f o r a discrete sc a t t e r i n g 
angle 0 w i l l be 
p « F t g e ) - T ^ s ) ( 7 . 2 ) 
Before we can an ply these quantities to the model we must reduce the model 
geometry to ?jn a n a l y t i c a l form. More precisely we must reduce i t so that i t 
depends solely on the scattering angle 3 , 
Let us consider f i r s t of a l l the polarised i n t e n s i t y I p . I f we wish to 
f i n d the polarised i n t e n s i t y from the nebula at distance ^ o from the cen t r a l 
star 
l p * X » j C R W l - F ^ ) ) fil^ (7.3) 
where the t o t a l l i n e of sight i s 21. This i n t e g r a l means that we merely add up 
each i n d i v i d u a l scattered component along the l i n e of sight. 
From the geometry the following reduction i s readily observed. 
so that 
Also r 4 " 
or 
= (o/s 
r 
i n v/hich case 
Equation (7.3) becomes 
I f * -To CP,d6)-F zLD);ctS (7.5) 
The l i m i t s now become the angles $o and TT-$o where 
and equation (7«5) becomes A. - s. V 
Xp — Tip 
-n-
where Ro i s the radius of the nebula. I t must be rememoered that the symmetry 
of the geometry cannot be introduced i n t o the i n t e g r a l since the functions 
F,' (9) are not symmetrical aboutfisJT . 
1 i . 
At t h i s stage we may introduce a symmetrical dust density of the form 
Equation (7.6) becomes 
Likewise f o r the i n t e n s i t y of scattered l i g h t 
i s = i t , * , , f c ^ i o - ^ m s ^ b J L & (7-8) 
7.2 Computational procedure 
The models were computed using the IBM 370 at Newcastle linked with Durham. 
F i r s t checks had to be made. Various values of Qsca and Qabs were computed 
(see figures26-28) and compared with those calculated by Wickramasinghe (1972) 
and extremely good agreements were reached. The next task was to calculate 
the values of ( & x ) and then F{ (£). Since there are no a n a l y t i c a l forms 
of Sj ($,x) an integration routine was used and values of F t" (#) were com-
puted with one degree i n t e r v a l s . I t i s worth n o t i c i n g that a good procedure 
was used because as x increases, the o s c i l l a t i o n s of S j (ft-, x) become more 
rapid. This means that i f a large s t e p — l e n g t h i s introduced without a 
check many of the o s c i l l a t i o n s would be smoothed out during the cal c u l a t i o n . 
So 360 values of Fj ($•) are obtained f o r a p a r t i c u l a r d i s t r i b u t i o n . To 
calculate equations (7.7) and (7.8) another integration procedure was used 
employing the Romberg method. (Note that i n a l l these integrations, a check 
it. 
was used such that the error was one part i n 10 ) Since the tabulated values 
of Ft* (&) are i n one degree i n t e r v a l s , an extrapolation routine was used that 
calculated the intermediate values of Ft" ( f t ) . A check had to be employed, the 
most obvious one was to reduce the program to the Rayleigh case. 
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7».3 The Rayleigh case 
We use the Rayleigh case for the te s t since we can predict an a n a l y t i c a l 
form f o r the state of polarisation and i n t e n s i t y . We r e f e r back to f i g u r e 
(25)> We f i r s t predict the polarised i n t e n s i t y . For each point along the 
l i n e of s i ^ b t the state of polari°.r:+ior. must be weighted against the i n t e n s i t y 
f a l l i n g on the point. 
Let the t o t a l i n t e n s i t y observed from the nebula at a distance p from 
I . j y©), and the observed state of polarisation be JT (^ 0), the central star be 
then we can write 
r r ( f ) i T ( f K p^)x ^ ) o l r (7.9) 
where 
I t CQt}& 
Since we are assuming an o p t i c a l l y t h i n nebula. 
!(£>)•= To C^OxWyfL 
which means that equation (7«?) becomes 
TI^)l T|o) =-5sj C'-^oS'WiS (7.10) 
We r e f e r the geometry to the angle ^ where ^ • s j T — 
Applying the same analysis as i n section 7.1 
. t T ^ I r ^ J - i f C*xf<lf ( 7 > 1 1 ) 
Likewise f o r I_ (/J) we have 
r ^0 
The state of polarisation f o r a point p from the star becomes 
1 1 < t 
(7.12) 
rt. 
~- )» CoSZCfdif (7.13) 
Note that we have used the symmetry of the geometry to change the l i m i t s of 
the i n t e g r a l s . Equation (7.13) becomes 
we use the variable x = f/fta which means, that (7.14) i s now 
?(/>) = Cos'1 l - t t M f 
Values of P (p) were readily calculated. These values were compared with 
computer predictions using the Mie model f o r various values of the r e f r a c t i v e 
index. I t was found that the computer predictions were i n error w i t h i n two 
points i n 10 \ This duly established the c r e d i b i l i t y of the computer model. 
7»4» Results from computer models 
We are now i n a position to predict p o l a r i s a t i o n and i n t e n s i t y from model 
nebulae with the and of the model. A l l that i s required i s to imput the xefrac-
t i v e index and size d i s t r i b u t i o n of the grains. Since one can predict r. 
multitude of r e s u l t s , we look at the affects on the results when the parameters 
are varied. The results presented here are the percentage p o l a r i s a t i o n p l o t t e d 
against the r a t i o of the distance of the point of observation from the star to 
the radius of the nebula. We have used two grain size d i s t r i b u t i o n s v i z 
n & ) « n o < L * p < > < y a . : ) 3 ( 7 i l 5 ) 
and 
v i o ) ~ - no C - ' 4 V ^ 1 3 ( 7 . 1 6 ) 
Let us f i r s t look at the affec t on the re s u l t s when the mean grain size, x, i s 
varied. Figure (29) shows the po l a r i s a t i o n f o r a spherical nebula containing 
d i r t y ice (m = 1.33-O.O'ji) along with the size d i s t r i b u t i o n whown i n equation 
(7.16). The predicted l i n e , A, i s f a r "x = 2.0 while B i s f a r " = 3.0. Clearly, 
dramatic effects occur when x i s changed. What happens i f we now change the 
grain size d i s t r i b u t i o n ? Figure (30 ) shows the caso for d i r t y ice again only 
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t h i s time the d i s t r i b u t i o n shown i n equation (7.15) i s used along with "x = 2.0. 
Here the polarisation i s increased dramatically when compared with l i n e A, of 
f i g u r e (29). This indicates that the d i s t r i b u t i o n i s j u s t as important as T. 
The increase i n p o l a r i s a t i o n encountered, when usin,^ the 'Greenstein' d i s t r i b u -
t i o n (equation 7-15) i s easily understood from the equation. The Greenstein 
d i s t r i b u t i o n w i l l contain many Bayleir;h p a r t i c l e s whereas the 1Wickramasinghe1 
d i s t r i b u t i o n (equation 7.16) has the 1 & 1 factor coupled with the exponential 
thus reducing the number of Rayleigh p a r t i c l e s present. 
We now turn our attention to the geometry. We now invoke a 'slab' l i k e 
geometry, the r e s u l t s using t h i s are shown i n f i g u r e (31 ) . Here, as indicated, 
we have used the two size d i s t r i b u t i o n with d i r t y ice and "x = 2.0. The 
Greenstein d i s t r i b u t i o n can be compared with the curve i n figure (30 ) which uses 
a spherical geometry, i t i s seen on comparison that the shape of the curves 
vary greatly. Using the same geometry with the Wickramasinghe d i s t r i b u t i o n and 
holding x* = 2.0, we now use s i l i c a t e grains, (seen i n figure 32). Comparing 
the curves f o r ice and s i l i c a t e , a great decrease i n percentage p o l a r i s a t i o n i s 
observed. 
The only parameter l e f t to investigate i s the v a r i a t i o n i n the dust density. 
Figure (33 ) shows a spherical model usin^ the Wickramasinghe size d i s t r i b u t i o n 
with sili.cate grains only with x = 1.0. This i s very near the Rayleigh l i m i t . 
A dust density of the form f\.o/rn was used. The curves A, B and C indicate 
the percentage polarisation f o r n = 0, 1 and. 2 respectively. I t must be added 
however, that as one increases x, the difference i n polarisations between the 
curves tends to decrease. 
7.5. Discussion of results 
From the previous section we are able to state to what extent the v a r i a t i o n 
of the parameters a f f e c t the r e s u l t s . Usually, i f one was dealing with data, the 
approach taken would be tc assume the geometry of the object, although error i n 
judgement can a f f e c t the results greatly. Secondly, the type of grains present 
can be found from inf r a - r e d absorption measurements, although again error here 
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w i l l greatly affect the results . The size distribution has probably the greatest 
affect on the results overal l . The problem i s twofold however, we not only need 
knowledge of the distribution but also of the mean grain s ize , "x, which also has 
a great affect on the results . I t i s clear from this that more study i s required 
into this problem. 
The dust density introduced i s not such an important quantity. The effect 
on the polarisation i s obvious after some thought. I f a radial decrease in the 
dust density i s introduced then when summing polarisation components along a l ine 
of sight more l ight w i l l be scattered v/here the scattering angle i s of the order 
of about ninety degrees, then when scattered at the edges of the nebula. Around 
these angles occur the greatest percentage polarisation. 
There i s one other problem that we have failed to mention that of the optical 
depth. Vanysek (1973 ) has found, by using a Monte-Carlo method, that as the 
optical depth of nebula i s increased the polarisation decreases. This i s because 
the number of scatterings has increased within the nebula (the models here 
assumes single scattering). As the l i s h t passes through the nebula the scatter-
ing angles wi l l change for each point of scattering. This has the effect of 
'diluting' the polarisation. Clearly a proper analytical approach to this w i l l 
be extremely d i f f i c u l t . 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
I t i s obvious from this thesis that polarisation measurements i s one of the 
most important techniques for investigating grains in nebulae and galaxies. I t 
also has other uses, particularly in deciding whether stars are embedded in 
certain nebulae, as was in the case of the Orion nebula (Pa l l i s ter et. a l . 1977) 
i t can also be used in detecting magnetic f i e lds , as in M104 (Scarrott et. al» 
1977). 
As polarisation has been considered here, i t s main purpose i s to f ind out 
certain properties of grains in nebulae and galaxies. We have seen that there 
are two domains to consider, these being the Rayleigh domain and the Mie domain. 
I f a nebula consists of Rayleigh particles the formulation becomes re lat ive ly 
simple however, the properties of the grains are lost since the polarisation i s 
independent of the refractive index, and a grain size distribution i s not 
required so that l i t t l e can be said about the grains except that a l imit on the 
size can be placed. The situation of M82 i s very unusual. In this case, 
properties of the galaxy as well as some measure of the grain density can be 
found, but the chances of finding many observable galaxies l ike M82 must be 
very small indeed. M82 i s an example that shows the versa t i l i ty of polarisation 
in leading us to the answers. 
The opposite occurs for Mie grains. In this case there are many parameters 
to be considered, the refractive index, the geometry of the nebula and the 
grain size distribution. The size distribution i s not particularly of interest 
physically, but. the theory requires a grain size distribution to be used. As 
in mathematical equations, the more variables present, the more equations are 
required to solve for t h e vpriablss. *n viplo^y car, he drawn here since we 
hr.ve 30 many parameters we require many forms of measurements. These take the 
form of infra-red, colour measurements (e.g. B - V ) , spatial polarisa+ior. and 
variation of polarisation with wavelength. The problem now i s to model the 
nebula, combined with the data. 
The greatest problem here i s the optical depth of the nebula for once the 
optical depth goes beyond the order of unity, multiple scattering: ar ises . No 
analytical approach to this problem has yet been established, i t i s usually 
tackled by a Monte-Carlo procedure. Consider the possibi l i ty of using wave-
length variation of polarisation. Knowledge of this property would be a 
great boon in the investigation of the grains' properties. However, i f 
polarised intensity i s used, knowledge of the variation with wavelength of the 
illuminating sources' intensity i s a prerequisite. More fundamentally the 
geometry of the nebula has to be established i n i t i a l l y before any modelling . 
can be attempted. Assuming that the means of obtaining these measurements 
are at hand, what type of nebula should be approached? The answer appears to 
be an optically thin spherical ref lect ing nebula. However, i t i s usually 
found that most optically thin nebulae are not spherical. The other d i s -
advantage i s that an optically thin nebula w i l l be of low intensity. Planetary 
nebulae might be of some interest since their geometry i s more or less secured, 
however, the problem of scattering of emission l ight w i l l be encountered in the 
she l l . In any event the reduction of the model w i l l require immense computing 
time. Clearly , from the arguments presented here, more work i s required in 
the treatment of the theory. 
Appendix A 
Mathematical reduction of the M82 model 
The analysis that follows i s based upon Solingers* (1975) reduction. We 
refer back to figure (8) . We define the angle <9" as the scattering angle and the 
angle ^ as the angle between the scattering plane and the l ine of sight. Solinger 
shows that in this geometry the Stokes1 parameters w i l l be 
or 
s4 io c \-cc^&)^L^z,f 
Prom definition 
X - -t T r 
and 
so that 
(A'.l) 
(A-2) 
<p - I * - X r 
I - J^ r = ^ x, 0+6*^) (a.3) 
. "U - 3V =• 4^1*G>$>2y CCoite- 0 (a.4) 
Prom the diagram we define 
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and 
where ( i , . j , k) are the Cartesian unit vectors. ~ »> ~> 
Prom this v/e find 
and 
Equation (A.3) becomes * 
Equation (A.4) can be reduced using 
along with 
so that 
also 
± OX-
this means that £ 
a ^ inffr ' - -cV-r I , s l , Kffi ) t - ) 
Final ly we look at equation (A. 5) . I t can easily be shown that 
so that 
- 80 a -
or 
R 2 " 
( A . l l ) 
Let us now turn our attention to the galactic disk. Let the surface brightness 
of the disk be 
so that by integrating over the disk we have 
where I 
d a » r\> dip 
Consider an element of intensity, dlo, from the disk. Then 
(A.12) 
ol io-- BfrJpU. - b S k 
and using equation (A. 12) 
i w r ^ C 1-6, e"*5") 
where, following Solinger, the upper l imit of r = 5 / k « N o w equations (A.9? A.10; 
A.11) are Stokes1 parameters for one point along the line of sight with the 
incident l ight eminating from one element in the disk. Vfe now have to integrate 
over the disk and the line of sight in order to predict the observed Stokes 
parameters. The predicted parameters become 
T,> =A'J jy>L L CH CX - r ^ f ) L )g~^Vn e lk cty gfc 
o o ^ 
where A1 i s a constant. Note that these are the Stokes parameters obsserved from 
light eminating from the disk. For the nuclear parameters we simrly place r^ = 0 
- 81a -
and find 
Iti - 6 
J J 2J* d% 
where B' i s a constant which depends on the nuclear luminosity. Note that these 
equations use a constant dust density distribution. 
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